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PREFACE.

When .asked to write a pdem about special thin at
Christmas time, Jonathan Miller ended with "Last but of
least. my poem." Just as that cliche worked for Jonath
his poem it works for 'us in the third and last volume of e
QIALOGUE series. Last But Not Least,. My Poem, o. rs
suggestions 'for discovering sources an 4 for expressing ;re-

'sponses through.. writing. It combines the individualistic lip-
proach taken by poets visiting in the classroom (as was d
in the first book of the series: The Turtlie -and the Teach )
and the use of specific poems to illustrate the craft of wri

( as was .clone in the second book of the serifs
A Borrower: Be). Thus, this volume .con,cludes- the Da-
LOQLTE series although Poetry-in-the-Schools continues In

'Ricitrplohd City Public Schs.

Pesigned to afford exposure to contemporary poetry ai4d
poets. IP Poetry-in-the-Schools in the Richmond area during
1973-104 had two facets: workshops and classroom
struction.*

There were teacher workshops and student workshoPs,-
both continuing throughout the school year. -Conducted,*
the visiting poets, teacher workshops consisted of six sessiotit.
lastirig 'hours. 'Serving as consultant to the program.
Sylvia Wilkinson Continually raised questions and made slit
geuions. In cooperation with School of Educatibt? of Virginia

--Commonwealth University, the Center arranged for teaches
to earn one graduate credit in faun') for -workshop arkI
classroom participation. In this way each teacher participatqL
in all workshops 'although only one poet was scheduled
work with each teacher in the classroom. In four visits
g'ach class selected, the poet interacted with students in Nvo

'shop situations.

Administered in Metropolitan Richmond and surrounding counties byRichmond Humanities Center, Poetry-in-the-Schools is a joint project of theNational Endowment for the Arts and 'the Arts- and Humanities Programof the V. S. office of Education, collaborating with Elementary and SecondatyEducation Act, Title III, one matching-funds basis.



The writing Nat occurred during these classroom visits,
we.refer to as spontaneous responses. Contrasting with these
responses are the sustained responses generated during one
and two-semester student workshops held by two local-poets.
Sally Harris Sange, Center poet-in-residence, held weekly

workshops the Glasgow studio during the entire school
year for senior high school students. At the same time during,
the spring semester, Jeffrey Lorber, poet and actor, held
workshops in the Carriage House Gallery for middle schoO1
students. ',Strategies suggested, whether for ipontanemis or
sustained responses, were designed to excite students' imagina-
tions. In turn, their thoughts were translated to words; there-
by students became involved in verbal and vAitterarticUlation.

In -three parts, tiis book, first, describes major issues
discussed when poet and teachers met in workshops. The
second part focuses on writing which rtulted. from °spon-

.

taneous student responses to poets visits rt one to two times
in it classes. The third part deals with writing which
resu ed from sustained student responses to continuing work-,
sho with poets.

bit of- explanation is now in order about tHkcinds of
poems in this book. They do .n% illustrate rhyrhed or up-
rhymed verse or display poetic expertise on the part of
students. Rather, they are included becauaf of poetic flashes
that work. In so doing, We are making an overt attempt to
encourage teachers and students to write, through errors and
confusion to find the language that works.

The entire DIALOGUE series has had the encourage-
ment and: cqoperation of many educators, institutions, local
and national education systems and programs. BLit most
important, of all has be n the imaginative and willing-partici-
pation of thousands_ of students. This explains why we did
not-,always et "the sa e- identifying inforrilation OR a'piece
of. writing. For instanc some poems have names only; while
others have grade ley and school as well. 'Many times
students chose, to hand 'n their poems without names. We
have signed these poems tanonymous" wherever they appear.

di
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.

Throughout the tact, the Bodoni slash is used to separate
exposition related)to one poem from that of another. For
the.ke of clarity we sometimes placed the poem before the
exposition.

We are especially grateful to Marguerite Gunn and
Mildred Spiggle for secretarial and circulation assistance; to
Samuel Banks for cover design, to Alan McLeod and Walton
Beacham for support and leadership. from Virginia...Conunon-
wealth University, and to the administrators of Richmond
Public Schools. Special recognition goes posthumously to
Henrietta Kinman, whose farsightedness as the first director"
of. they Center, provided the support, which made the DIA-
LOGUE series possible.

School systems participating in 1973-1974 Poetry-in-the-a Schools were Richmond City, Henrico County; Chesterfield
County and St. Catherine's Episcopal School.

8
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-PART 1-POETS AND TEACI1ERS IN DIALOGUE

To keep the imagination alive, to cultivate the ear?' to
know the joy or pain of discovery, to -manipulate words and
imagesthese are some of the things that we care about in
the poetry- writing program. In preparation for this series of -
workshops with teachers and students, seven poets and onenovelist were asked to demonstrate techniques and to speak
from their experiences with the writing process. Thus through'
greater insight teachers recognize the worth of what they
and their students have to say and w rite about.

William jay Smith,. writer-in-residence at klollins College
and recently selected for membership in the Na4ipnal Institute
for Arts and Letters, conducted the initial workshOp. Among
other things he emphasizes variety in selection and keeping
tile imagjnatton alive. -Ie believes that exposing children towhat is good in poetry provides a sound base. Reach outto poems of all sorts and of a great variety to cultivate
the ear. -Let them Hear poetry that ordinarily is relegated
to the adult domain along with good children's poetry. Inthese ways students become aw are of pauses and cad&ce...
He suggests that we use quatrains and couplets. We suggestthat you use selections from twentieth-century poets, such asDabney Stuart's "The Terniite" in quatrains and Robert
Frost's couplets which follow.

ty THE TERMITE
Said the termite on tiler fourteen,

Y rath", MOVED DUE TO COPY11511 RESTRICTIONS
.

Dabney Stuart
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THE SECRET SITS

We dance around in a ring and suppose,

Robert Frost

Forgive, 0 Lord, my little iokes on Thee

Robert - Frost

FROM IRON TOOLS AND WEAPONS
to Ailed S. Bokhdri

Nature *ithin her inmost self divides

'--Robert Frost,

It takes all sorts of in and outdoor schooling

Robert Frost
A

1-4o Training the imagination is one of the most important
ci) thing's. For children and all "adult children" whose imagina-

tion is alive, Smith continues, fantasy fulfills a need for some-

thing to contrast with reality. The fact that the cow can't

jump over the moon tells the child something about the real
cow.

Smith suggests 401 we avoids the unimaginative language

and sentimental drivel frequentlftouted as good poetry. An

example of such bad poems !'$omebody's Mother," a portion
of which follows,- is afamiliar aro( us.

The woman was eld and, ragged and gray,
And bent with the 'chill of a winter's day,
The street was wet with the recent snow,
And the woman's feel- were aged and slow.
She stood at the crossing and waited losg;
Alone, uncared for, amid the throng. -g

Of human beings who passed by;

Nor heeded the glance of her anxious eye'

12O
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Samuel Johnson wrote the follouirig stanza as an exampleof a bad poem:
Ma

I put my hat upon my head
And walked into the Strand
And there I met another man
Whose hat was in his hand.

In addition to suggesting the use of variety Ond fanta§y,
Mr. Smith had something to say about 'writing as a way qt.
clisaivery. We don't know what we .think until we've said it.
You can find out what...you think by putting it down. "I begin,
not with a worked out idea, but with a vague notion, the
music of something," Mr. Smith says. Poems are made of
words not ideas. "With words you can put a goose in a bottle,"
Mr. Smith concludes.

In another vein Michael Mott, poet and writer-in-residence
at Emory University, talks of resources of language as ex-
ploration into the complexities of communication., "We cannot
create creative writers, but we can remind .them of language,"
he _says. After reading Robert Graves' "Cool Web," Mr.
Mott points out that the poet discovers the language in the./poem. Within this demonstration of language is contained a
subtle debate about language : what language gives us andwhat language deprives us of. Language and education, he
says, should parallel one 'another; language leads us into
something, and education leads us out of something.

Likening language t5 web, in which one broken strand
breaks the whole web, Mr. Mott states that we lose much
when we verbalize. Language is a protective web between usithand things, A good deal of the time, we do not use words to
communicate. We are often defining, distancing and lying-byusing words. fit is possible not to use language at all; watch
the hands, eyes, and the rest of the body. Poets should re-member that there are limitations on language. They should
remember how often words lie. We use them to keep othersat a distance and call it Communication. We are 'trying to
lead children out of something, but we should eneoarage themto keep a bit of it. Always we strive to nurture delight in

3,



manipulation of language. Mr. Mott talks about W. H.
Auden's now famous answer to the question, "How do' you
tell'a poet?" When Mr. Auden asked a person why he wants
to be a poet, he says that the person may say that he has
feelings and ideas, to!xpress. But if he says, "I am fascinated
with the language; sometimes I just read the dictionary,"
there is' every chance that that person is a poet.,

-Like Auden, Mr. Mott thinks the strongest lesson we can
teach is fascination with language. He observes that we send
men to the moon and ask, "What is it like up.there?" Astro-
nauts reply, "Words fail me." We shouldn't necessarily send

,-poets to the moon, but every person should be educated to
have the language in his mouth.

As poets and writers continued their dialogue with teachers
in workshops, discussion focused on two vital areas: strati',
gies- for writing and devekopment as writers.. Naturally,-a-large
portion of the, sessions with teachers; students and writers
dealt with successful strategies. for writing which stretch
imaginations and explore the language. We will consider
writing strategies first.

,Stephen Dunning, professor of English education at he
University of Michigan, says the reason for .leading.students
into language play and exploration iv not to make poets. of
the nor to generate good poems: More appropriate aims
are to engages students in language play far the pleapre of it,
to use games to generate language, not tainted with those
connotations of so much school writing: ,conformity; excessive
concern for surface features of language, writing writte* in
worry about judgment, and the like. A main aim is to .provide
an environment'wherein students exercise full control lan-
guage responsible for making it do thing they want; it fo;
Such environments- 4-iiminish our frequent obsession with the
"preduct".and encourage -the taking of chances.

One activity that leads to chance-taking is the "pop poem."
At first, Mr. DUnning assign; easy-to-remember languige
chunks to each of seven or eight students. (One student, iS
given the line, 'I'm hungry," for example. Another* given
"Dear, don't 'ask directions.'-' A thlFd gets "I don't- under-
stand," another "Today is the first day of foreVer'," and so

4
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on.) Mr. Dinning "- conducts" an impromptu "toem" by .
pointing first at one student,Then at another, trying to develop
interesting patterns through pace, repetitions, and "arrange-
ment." "Soon students are Creating their own language chunks,
imposing such' "tones" as anger, tear, or joy, and Conductifig

-/ theii. own "poems." The activity moves from simple and '
' "safe" to complex and "risky."

Mr. Mott also encourages the individual poets to read
their poems by inviting them to volunteer to read, by reading

-. sonic selections himself, and by suggesting that students read
each others writing. "We all cheer and clap when ,one of us
gets up to read.,'.: he says. ',`I£ we really like it, we'll 'u

, . up and down." ';' .
0' In quite another kind of 'group effort,1 ..,K ,.

Ghanaian poet,and,noyerat7idemonitrates a way to . n 'orate
yhea writing g poem.. He answers- the stu4eots questions
about himself-and Africa by having them give film words about
three areas of Africa:

,,,
. - the Sahara , -(desert)-

the Wetlands ( (orest)
the Nile (rivet)

, ,, IP .. 1 .
. .

. Be places each group oftrelated words' in thip distinct
selections on the- chalkb6ard,t As-Students cat' qt names,... -
he asksottiem. to supply' ditscriptivt' words.. tic creates a
poem by combining their' words wiTb verbs which he supplies,,;
Then 11- -gives student volunteers ata opportunity. -to create a
poem in e same manner. 4 4 .

.

In fin er discussion related to engaging'students in Ian
guake play, John Ciardi, poet and columnist for. Saturday

.Review, obseri/es that we don't have to teach students to
feel. "We need to teach attitudes towards feelings," he
'says. We must pFovid opportunities so that students feel
that putting, words tn the pages, the act of writing, is
expetience. They will discover that words react to eac0c
other. When providing experiences in poetry there is tti
constant problem of starting with material that is too difficult(
Ciardi points out that light verse leaves the tecligqtles' clear.
Begin with funread love-poemsand shift to serious pcietry.

4
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Use limericks because they, are 6ztA fol2W-then3. with ballads. i

A ballad is a natural" way of story -felling, he says. Try-4lame
British ballads, such ,as the Scot-64h "pet Up and

C

Bar theT--
Door." .

. 1

t s: . . .

GET UP AND BAR THE DOOR

. *

It fell about the Martinmas time,
And a gay time it was then,

When our goodwife got puddings to make,
And she'stoil'd them in the pan. _

The wind 'sae cauld blew south. and north,
And blcw into the fioor;

quoth our goodman to our goodivife,
"Gee out and bar the door."

my and is in 'my hussyfskap,
, as ye may see;

And it should nae be barr'd this hundred year
It's no be barr'd for me.

They.'made a`piction tween them twa, ,They made it firm and sure,
That the first word whae'er show! speak,-4','

Shouii :fise and bar the door.

Then by there came two gentlemen,
At twelve q clock at: night,

And they could neither we house nor hall,
Nor coal npr candle - light.

"Now whether is this.a rich man's house,
40r -whether is it a 'pox?"

But ne'er a woid wad ane o them sPeik,
For barring oi the door.

And first they ate the white puddings,
And this they ate' the black;

Tho muclde thought the girdwife Lo hersel,
Yet ne'er a word she spate.

6
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Therf_said the one unto the other,
. "Here man, tak ye my knife;
Do ye ,tik aff the auld man's bear',

And _I'll kiss the goodwife."

"But there's nae water in the house,
And what shall'we dO than?"

"What ails ye at the pudding-broo,
That boils into the pan?"

0 up then started our400dman,
An angry man was he:

"Will ye kiss my wife before my een,
And scad me wi pudding- tree ?"

Then 'up and started our goodwife,
Gied three *kips on the floor:

"Goodnian, you've spoken the foremost word,
, Get up and bar the door."..

, Anonymous

Sylvia Wilkinspn, nottelist and writer-in-residence at Sweet
Briar College, suggests several ways that encourages neophyte
writers to find material for writing.

1. Write about an embarrisssing moment from a two
to five year distanct, ou're Young; from a five
to ten year distance if ou're a . Relate the
most frightening moment t. the most embarrassing -
moment and so on.

2. *Research a place. Write jt into a story. Research
can also be about many things unusual things that
you are interested in; such as spiders, certain flowers
like wildfloicers, local colorful Sings like how to ,

make moonshine:

3. Deal with a character you know very little :about.
. Take the ficts you know and fill in with your

imagination the missing thine in physical appear-
iince and in perionaliry traitsc. I

,
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4. Write about the things you don't understand, i. e.
the cousin who killed the "great b1 heron" on the
farm And couldn't say why.

S. Write from a point of °view 'other than your own,
write Christmas morning from the point or:

view of other persons In your home.

6 Ise concrete words. Never use nice,' beautiful,
nasty or ugly. 'Start with an idea and write et it
,from the opposite.. One student wrote :

If I were a gooti ,spoy
I would nut, put tacks in peoplei chairs

Try comparison. Try comparing a man to a
-mouse: _ _

The teaehet scurries. in
Nibbles his mustache

8., Use the "zopt":tecknique that we see on_television.
Observe the panoramic view given on western TV

- shows. Nck6ce tiow. the.- photographer zooms -ill.- 021
. a.t.inyi scene or on one perSon.' If you try that in

your writing:you can -find "the universe in a graid
of. sand."

, Writing, Miss Wilkinson observes, helps-us become aware
of others.

Another poet, 'Tom Weatherly, poet and columnist ;for
Brooklyn Heights -Press, underscores the zoom technique
saying,' "Don't take, on too big a thing." He 'finds two
assignments spark concrete images in student 'writing.

1. Write haiku concentrating on two rules, disre-
, gardinZ the 'traditional structure at first.. Rule 1:
"Write about an image that can be experienced

. through eye nose, ears or skin. In other words,
the image should appeal to the intellect in a physical
wary. Rule 2: The poem should ,indicate the
season. The lines 'should come like a flash giving

r



as pure a sensation as Potsible. As example,
writes

her
-- Dead bam

Owl in moonlightie'
Don't give a hoot.

2. Write a three-line poem using the blues pattern in
which the second line repeats the first line with
slight variation. As example, he writes
One'thing in the world I caret understand.'
There's one thing in this world.I can't understand.
That's a bowlegged woman in love with a crosseyed man.

- Gloria &len, poet and assistant profes'sor of Humanities
at University. of Maryland, Baltimore County, brings objects
into the classroom. In one instance she gives each student a
piece of candy that thisy, recognize as a fireball. She suggeptsthat they connect the taste wish something in their, past:
Collectively, the students write

,
It tastes like .an orange with' holes in it,

hot sauce, spices and cherries.
It feels like hard rock,

sticky, smooth and cold.
It looks like a cherry, bubble gum

a polka dot, the sun, a super ball,

On another,.. occasion, she- brings copies of well imoivn
paintingsHolbein's "Anne of Clives" anti Holbein to

rYounger's "Queen 'Christina of Denmark.'L Miss Oden tens
- the 4,t9ry of Henry VIII's commission to the artists to paint

these ladies and bring the paintings to him. From the paintings--
he chose his netct wife. She asks what the students see and
they respond:

one plc:hire is close-up
. one is all black and too pare
one is colorful
one is simple in her dream,
one- is ornate in her dress

"-Which ofie'cid,ymi think Henry VIII married ? :'
"Yes, Anne of Clives."

9
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Just as an artist chooses -simplicity versus' ornateness,
chooses vibrant colors verses pale and dark colOrs, so the
poet chooses from the language, Miss Oden explains. As in
painting you don't have td crowd your writing; you select the
word's to produce the effect you want.

Miss Oden adirocates finding what to write ?about through
the senses. 'Don't you get frustrated?" she inquires. Through
poetry you can write about the ugly as well as the good things
you feel and see. .The poem can use ugly words. Obscenity
and vulgarity have a place in literature, she continues; but they
can't be the total thing. If so, the poem is repulsive like
belching. -Instead the use bf "ugly" words must work in the
context of the subject matter in the poem.

Ob.the ,contrary, she points (tut, a poem, doesn't have to
be what you feel. It can be famasy and nonsense like Alice
in 'Wonderland.. Thep are childrens' poems consisting simply
of sounds that we can use to suggest language, manipulation,
for example:

Down in the meadow.
In a itty bitty poo

Not only do nonsense models work, but models from, Indian
ehants and songs trigger iwagination. Ask students to write
imaginatively from another 'point of view as they model Indian
chants and songs. Students from Nathaniel Bacon Middle
'School write:

0

SONG .OF THE BUTTERFLY

In the coming heat
Of the day
I' stood there flapping.
my wings away.

Russell R. Webb, Jr.

GOURD SONG

I make them dance those
brave men as my pebbles
goes chcibk-a-chook.

Woodley

18 1 o



GRASS SONG

I'm green, and I ,

Like the way the
Maidens dance on me.

Ellen King

SONG OF A BIRD- 7.

I 'fly around- in the
sky to feel the wind
as it goes -by.

Barbara{- Henderson

"Earlier we referred to Tom Weatherley's suggestion for
writing haiku for which he gave two piles. Mr. Dunning also
had something to say and illustrate about rule writing. "Rulewriting is a very rigorous exercise. It is important to establishthe rules of the game," he says. "Often students should writethe rules for the games they play." Here are five activitiesthat can lead to rule writing b,students.

-, I. Start the_ game RHYME with the definition ofa word. The first student says, "I'm thinking, of
word that rhymes with date." A classmate asks,

-Is,- it something I use to catch fish?" The first
student reilies,.."No it is not bait." Other students
offer ad 1.1 'tions" for rhyming wordsdate, hate,
weight, mate, etc., until the secret word is dis-
covered. (The student who guesses the secret word
begins a new game.)

2. Mr. Dunning suggested that students develop a
-pot-pourri of words and images through word
games. This ,collection of words, phrases, and
images is called "a word hoard," in 'the words ,of
Robin Skelton. After a substantial hoard is de-
veloped, over the course of ,time, students can

return to itlor nuggets and pieces that will work
in new assignments. Skelton has-many suggestions
for-creating such hoards, among them dreams and

1I
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free association. (At the mention of a,single word,
purple, one teacher_in workshop wrote: lilacs,

-violets, petunias, grapes, plums, eggplant, Elizabeth
Taylor's eyes, A heart-shaped medal of valor, and
bruises. 1 Another illustration of word-generating
techniqtfe appears in Part II under "newspaper
poems."

3. Make a vertical list of letters a through e. a. calls
for a verb, b. for a noun, c. for a definite article
and an adjective, d. for another pair as in "c. "
"only better," and e. for a noun. For example:

a. startles, crunches,. rattles
b. geographer, popsicle, bumblebee
c, this sad, the foolish
d. that hypocritical, each broken
e. bassoon, mountain, orook

"Retrieve" the words 'in this order: c, b, a, d, and
e. A resulting sentence might be:

The foolish geogiaphe; startles that
hyliocritica/ bassoon:"

"This sad popsicle crunches each broker
-

mountain."
1,,;

4. Search the universe for language textbooks, signs
on the way home the note- you Wrote to Polly,
%a message -omeorie-put;on- the bathroom wall; Ian-

. gu4ge in an insurance policy, . . -. Find language
that pleases you; for some reason, language ,riot
intended to be poetry. Arrange it on a page in a
way that, pleases you. (It is dj,flerent language
once you have arranged it.) Try in your arranke-
ment,to enhance the music (or ;he humor on the
good imagesrthat` first attracticLyou to the Ian-
guage.- -
Among rules you might adopt: a: do not use

poetic. language."' (This rules out advertising.)
b. you mast takethe language in the order you

12
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find it, You can leave out some. dull or repetitive
Words and phrases, and you can use lines as refrain

youfaid some you especially like.

Mr. Dunning used this "found poem" exercise with
eighth graders in a class at Byrd Middle_ School.

_He, sent one girl to find the language on the fire
extinguisher in the hall: "General water to use
hold upright and squeeze pin."t--

GeneralfWater
td'use hold --

u

p
r

`l7
t

and sqpeeze
Pin.

5. Write concrete poems. Rule: Make the language
do what,it says. Mr. Dunning gives two student
examples: , .. _ ,-r -

BLOOV is thicker thanvanir
Keep in line!
Keep in
./.Ce eP in 401

DonY get out of step!
Keep

jesit Ts Ca tMr.
DOnning re h Ommi tment to getting students

innlved With writing Ihrough/play and manipulation of lan-
guage. The end results are "Anost never refined poems; the

11,,,importancc of such writing lies in ,students' taking pleasure
in control of language.,

In a--,su arizi stateme to a group, of students with
whom, he has w. ked several days, Mr. .AwoonOr gives
some general r s aliket writi g a poem: They are an
appropriate conclusion to the p eding strategies for writing.

and gaining confidence



1.- To kelp leatn words, try to identify all things.

2 To give feeling and 'a kind of music, join the words
togetfrer.

3. To reflect your special-experience, write the !min_ in
,

your own language.

4. Arrange your poetrya in a way that others will say,
"He said.it for. me."

A highly sympathetic atmosphere prevailed among these
poets and educators whose careers center in language. Along
with'sharing Successful strategies for writing, several authors
reflected, secondly, on factors in their development as writers.,

In particular, Miss Wilkinson describes' how she records
the-present in her journal and later synthesizes portions of
her record in her novels. Two excerpts frOm Cale illustrate

translation of things lest. In chapter 2, Jerome switches
on his radio to hear that Chamberlain resigns as Prime
Miniiter of Great Britain and Churchill takes Over. In

:44'ality, Miss Wilkinson recalls, how radios announced war
during World War II by inierrupting the rather light popular
music of the time, ."I only faintly remember that," she says.
"I recreated the time by reading newspaper igadlines ied the
almanac."

In another instance in chapter 12, Papa Lonza and Cale
arrive in 'town an hour "early to watch the lines for the
Saturday -morning movie featuring Superman and the Mole-
man, Lash LaRue and cartoons. This instance, Miss Wilkinson
says, is about herown childhoodabout-the way five year.olds
spent Saturday morning at the movies seeing the serial. "If
the family went away for the weekend, it was disaster. You
never got caught up with the .story." In both of these
-instances, readers of ages older and younger -than the
novelist will see how different their childhoodi are.

Many times stucients'..vestions reflect their interest in the
writer's sources for writing material. In answer to a student's
question about the transfer of material fzom her journal to
her novels, Miss Wilkinson says, "Yes, in a sense, I keep
'stuff' in the book the same as I wrote about it when I was,

14
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say,
.

twelve." She says tie characters are the same; they grew

,
. .

up as she grew up. Later from a five-fo-ten year perspective,
you can write about them. In her first novel, for instance,
there were two main 'characters, -horses and no boys. When
sire grew interested in boys, she put them in the book:

"Is there some author who influenced you?" a student
asks Miss Wilkinson. .

"Ratter than another writer, there was another, person
my grandmother, She told me stories and never repeated. I
wrote dovn the stories. Also teachers have helped although
some of them hindered me. In particular, Randall Jarrell,
the poet at University of Forth Carolina when, I was there

--took me under his wing and encouraged Me."
When someone wonders whether Faulkner, Welty, Wolfe

or McCullers hadn't influenced her, Miss Wilkinson replies
-that it is the subject (natter the Souththat we find in
hers and their novels.: Many reviewers and readers don't
separate the' author's attitude from the subject matter.

Coming from quite another }rind. of background, Kofi
AWoonolr's development asifa writer reflects American as well
as his Third World influence. 'In his words he describes three ,stiiges of his poetry writing.

1. 'African village: "My native tongue is Ewe. , r-
iwrite about more basic things in my own language,

about my mother and father, my brothers and
sisters and the village that I was born id. This
poetry comes from the songs of my people and
the most important influence of my poetry came
from my grandmet4r.
"My own poeeriistarted with the dirges that my
grandmother sang. Poetry in tee. oral tradition
has to do with occasionssocial occasions, births,
deaths, Poets in Africa are more than weavers
of words; they are magicians and performers of
rites and rituals.
"A poet must have a sense of place, a home, and
mine is Africa. A poet or poems is fed by this
sense_ of place because places enclose a sense of
people. Images are fed by this place. The birds
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and trees are only alive in reference to the people.
Poetry is. the origi,ii3l sound of man, -the magic of
his language. The-poet must recognize the power
of objects inside and outside of man."

2. English /Christian edtkation: "Mk twenty years
in the missionary schOols merged with my native
background, and I became influenced by the cultural
things that came with the conquest of Africa by the
Europeans. I also learned the Bible.- The priest
would ask 'Who made you?' and I learned to

_reply 'God made me' because if I made no answer,
--my behind would be whipped. I was extremely
religious as a boy. My father was baptized, but
he once becark angry and walked away from the
church because he thought the sermon was aired
at him.
"The festivals and 'rituals of my people existed
along side the Christian influence. I no longer
'accept ,orgatlized religion. In the name of the
Christian God, people have done some very horrible
things. But I haven't rejected the Chriitian idea of
God. Sometimes the missionaries would come and
tell us that we were alt wrong, we were worshipping
sticks and stones. But we don't cut down our trees
and blow up our mountains. We speak to the wind
to talk to Gbc1,_Man must be at-peace with ,his
surroundings. He must be sympathetic and recog-
nize others; it is important to be aware of each
other. Poetry restates our common humanity. John
Donne said that no man is an island. We arse all
part of -the mainland."

3. England: "Eng
wrote oetry o
of thin 'n

nd was my purgatory. There I
nostalgia, of the sounds and smells

y native Africa. The sounds of the
- English language are not as musical as African

sounds. Of all the countries I have traveled to,
China ac.cots poets more' than any other. Poetry
can be an instrument of social attic* but don't

_



believe in that completely. Once I was supposed to
Write a poem for the Chinese. It is hard to writ4 to

, order. They called my room after four hours to
see if I was finished.
"Now in America I come to life. Everyone writes
about America ; and I don't want to miss my chance.
A poet has his - feelings wake up in his new
surroundings too. I have met many of your poets
and they ha'e became my close friends. I like
your landscape; it is vibrant, alive, violent. Even
your violence is a part of your humanity. But even
as I write in America, I write of the place that
I left."

Miss Wilkinson and Mr. Awoonor comment On the
writer as .artist -whose materials are words and feelikgs. Miss
Wilkinson says the artist as writer is not delicate; he is tough.
He takes criticism from people who have no right to criticize.,
Yet writers never stop. They ylse ?Eorifidence, become dis-
couraged; however there is a compulsion that keeps them
going.

Mr. Awoonor says that along w4structdre there is feeling
to be dealt with in a poem. Het students that language
is the vessel- and feelings: are ?oared into it If you have no

:feeling; yOu should not fry to write poetry. "Poetry must
celebrate 'life," he says. "We 'mu'it explore sounds and
rhythms.".

,At another time, Mr. Awoondt emoorated on these two
components of a poemlanguage and feeling. It is important
that the poet or a child, at' an early age, become aware of
his surroundings gives names to things., He will, then,start
to create when he knows the world around him. Each person
is sent into the world with his individuality. It followA that
each poet or child will associate words with the world
he lives in. Some children, like poets, will become aware of
the world created in poetry. We might conjecture that the
quality of life improves because of this awareness. -Maybe:.
Itpoetry and poets in the classroomis not a competition
but a sharing.



PART II=STUDENTS' SPONTANEOUS RES1NSES

Fo

If you think, when we say form, of a document all drawn,
up with some blanks to be filled in (briefly) by you, your

poetry shows it. Have you ever wanted to scfatcholkprne of

the questions .and reword k yourself? Ever feel lie taking

more space than you're given, or filling up the blank space with

-graffiti? To use form well, you ham to answer the question,
but you don't have to give a stock reply.

- Stanley. Kunitz, the poet, says that his own preference is
"for a poetry that looks fairly simple on the surface, but...that

moves mysteriously inside its -skim?" Robert Frost said that
freedom is "moving easy in harness." In order to we,ent
form apparentitptudent-poerrisrwe divided this section into:
influence of form, 'rule breaking, form and content break
through; line break and foreshadowing.

111, -The4Influgice These poems demonstrate several

of Form different -forms. The forms are
probably .familiar the diamante, a poem with fixed rhyme
words, blues, a limerick and a. ballad.

(Diathante)

EGG
white, speckled

slipped, smacking, crashed '

hen, bluejaydove, cardinal
moving, opening, cracking

I burst, yolk
Bird

Willie Witliany,
Maggie Walker High School

The diamante form is obvious: one word on the -first

line, two on the second line, and so on. It is not fit for many
subjects, but Willie's subject fits'in fin* He turned something
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upside-down; he-balanced the words white and yolk against
one another;NThe symmetry of the form helped him find the

. -symmetry in the from egg_to bird, with, fte
destruction and creati crop' pp in the middle.

The first two polms were by-senior high school students.
This next one is by_a fifth-grader who was asked to writea
triplet (three lines that rhyme).

(Fixed Rhyme)

He slaquned out the door
Left a note on the shelf

-No `more tearss, on the floor
Hew do I go on by myself?

anonymous

This poem was written in an even stricter form. Not only
was the rhyme scheme prearranged; the actual rhyme-wOrds

. were specified: door, shelf, floor, myself. The rhyme-words
are especially good ones because they establish a concrete,
physical setting. The poet must de'al with those structures of
.a room, .yet he is free to choose what kind. of room it is.
Most important, he must work a person, myself, Vied the
poem in the last line. It would be hard to follow this,assign-
tnent and keep from creating a drama. Good! The lopn may
have prek,ented thepoet from spinning off into an abstraction
about being left alone.

1

(Blues)

Every day I have the blues;
Every single day I have the blues;
After I listen to the Channel 8 News.

19'
27

Robbie Robinson,
Heprico High School



In 'wri g a blues poem, the poet' works under these
= conditions-: the first and second lines must be the same, or

almost the s me. The third and final 1 e must rhyme with
the other two. Robbie gave himself aximum leeway and
varied the second line, slightly to emph size the dailiness of
his blues. We begin to focus on-the daili ss and wonder what
could happen every day to cause such blu s. The answer is in
the third line: what, is more daily than the Channel 8 News?

k

.

Now we come to a form that must12e familiar to every
reader: the limerick. It's riot our fa rite form for writing
good poetry, but we can't ignore it since it was used in nearly
every classroom as a beginning- assignment. -Can limerick--
writing ever be good for-a poet's development? By definition,
the limerick jingles --(and frequently jangles). By definition,
it is light and humorous._ It is often funny as a joke is funny:
you "get" it and you forget it.

(Limerick)

There once. 44as a young boy named Crocket
Who powered his bike with a rocket.

He lit up a match.
Theft was a kerplitch!

And all that was left was the sprocket.

.Monty Moncure, 9
John B. Cary School

Monty almost certainly invented the. word kerplatch for
the occasion of this limerick. ThiS sort. of invention is The
saving grace of the form, for, if the poet felt free enough to
make up a word here, he'll be ready to make up a, word in a
rea -poem where it counts. 1 4

Lees look at another poem that,follows rules, "The Ballad
of Hester Prynne." Susan read The Scarlet Letter for her



,

English disk ind then tried to reinterpret Hester's story for
,herself, combining the traditional literary ballad form with

some aspects of the folk songs she has heard all her life.

(Ballad)

THE BALLAD OF HESTER PRYNNE

In a market place, for all to see
Stood Hester Prynne in misery.
With a baby she was bltssed,
The child held closely to her chest.'

'Why stands this woman h6e -alone?
Her lover, to the town not known,
Reverend Dimmesdale, filled with shame
Hester will not reveal his name.

Hester Prynne, poor Hester Prne,
Branded forever for her sin.
She has no hope for any better,
Her sin revealed by a scarlet letter.

Her little Pearl, she must raise
And live with same lif her days
A beautiful child, inip world of roe
In 'the hate of Salheonust grow.

Hey matriage a farce, f4e was no low
knfiwn only to God above.4

NChillingworth, filled with hate,
Set can-to find her secret mate.

Daily penance, Dimmesdale had.
This secret sin would drive him mad", y.
Hester, though, filled with shame,

'Said ,ChillingWorth:was to blames

Hester was helphil 'bout the town
Yet could snot sew a Wedding gown.
Little Pearl, with glowing slnn,
Reminded Hester of her

a
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Hester Prynne, 'poor Rester Prynne,
. . Branded forever for her sin. .

She has ne hope for any better,
Her sin revealed by a scarlet letter.

A

His public confession finally made,
Dipmesdale is no longer afraid.
Pearl is married, she has done well,
The future for her, no of can tell.

ChillingwBrth, he suffered defeat,
The eyes of Hester he cannot meet.
Hester; now, this ballad will tell
In Salem town, is called Angel.

Hester Pz;nne, poor Hester Prynne,
Branded forever for her sin.
She has no hope for any better,
Her sin revealed by a scarlet letter.

Susan All, 11th grade
Douglas Freeman High School

j.

Susan's form is hardly like Hawthorne's; she has a different
e Ingle on the same story. That's what form does to'content.

r.
Rule But what happens when 'the poet
Breaking breaks the' rules? Intentionally or
unintentionally, many students practically throw off the harness
or slip out of the skin*.

I 11U-to play basketball
Inthe new. ym

It' really,. fun
4Sd-I like to run

Although I'm not very tart

1

Jonaihan Miller, 10
John B. "Cary' School
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There once was. a fire-breathing fellow
Whose belly was made completely of Jello.

But then came a 'man
with a fire-extinguishing can

And put out his fire so mellow.

Maurice Bell, 9' .

John B. Cary School

You can see that these are liMericks, but something is not
just right. Either the rhythm is a little off, or the rhyme is a
little skewed, or the line`Pisktot as long as you expected it to be.
As limericks go,operhaps these are the best. They started in
tight skins and loosened up. Luckily, the poets are quite
young; if they are encouraged to write _these "mistaken"
limericks, and are not "corrected" for "misunderstanding" the
form, they may develop a ready sense of timing 4bout when
rules can be broken. It.is believed that many children cease to
be creative once they discover how painful it is to generate a
new idea only to be proclaimed wrong.

BLUES

I Jot to go on
I got to go on
Because there's a bull behind me with a really big horn

anonymous
John- F. Kennedy High School

The student all-OWid herself license to rhyme on and horn."
It's not a full rhyme;,but,there are cetainly sounds in common.
The third line of her blues poem is making fun of the mock-
serious tone in-the first two lines. Her consonantal rhyme (n)
gijes us a clue that she's kidding.

There once was a door.
who was mod at ar shelf.
He s him to the floor
and said, eke that yourself."

23
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Remember this form?' The fixed rhyme-words were door,

shelf, floor; and myself. - The poet took the liberty of
replacing myself with-yourself. Why not? The little drania
was going along-fine with only the parts of the room involved.

Instead of artificially including myself, he added a bit of dia-
logue: "Take that yourself I"

- UNTITLED

cold 'qui dawn
the sla junco has come
wavy lines of flying birds

warm quiet dawn
jthe slated junco has gone

return lines of flying birds

Harrison Wickham,
Henrico High School

These are a 'pair of poems which imitate the Japanese
hbiku form. Haiku, proper, can only be written in Japanese.
In English, we usually interpret the form in a three-line poem,
eith line having five, seven, and five syllables consecutively.

should present a strong, image which makes' us feel and
whicji 'gives us spiritual insight of some kind. If we take the
syllable-count seriously, these are not haiku poems. Never-
thtiess, they feel like haiku. The post, who lowly very" well

what he was doing, decided to forgo precision in order to
present a clear, strong image.

Form and :::* Now that we have seen Averal forms
Content used by several different poets, we might

as well say it: ies never possible to separatt form .and
content. Without excep 'on, they must work together to make
a good poem. This no 'on, carried to its logical conclusion,
has.spiwned concrete po ry. -

r
.

A concrete poem is what it says. Pauline McLemore, a teacher

at Maggie Walker High School, let her students write "show-
,off poems. Here are three of them:

24
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When ,
..:

thing.
ever every-

I ; knows
feel who.

down . mom
is .

my
the .-' with

dumps talk '
I up-

take pitk -
a. little

deep a
breath have

and

anonymous
- Maggie Walker High School

To be heroic is to . . .

jump
--- down

offa.
building or

make a
backward

dunk
when L enough.

you L
know A
you T

are not

Willie Williams,
Maggie Walker High School

Ill 0 00 ft. r . 0 o / .. 4.

"Show-off poems hayr muscle flexing under the skin. They 3- remind us that poetry is both seen and hem!.
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Bumblebee,

Fat, has a big '''.*

Sting, hurting, buzzing
Queen larvahoneybee hive
FYPPini4 moving, 200Ping

Red, Knelling
_ Rose

lee togers,
71441gie Walker High School

This 'is another diamante, like the one about, the egg
becoming.hird. Lee interpreted the form in a different war:
he,,balanced the negative traits associated= with bumblebees
against the beauty of the hive, the flight of the bee, and the
rose to which he is attracted.

PrIdE
I (feeling dejected) thought he WOU

LD be PrOuD of
- . 11 (most)

(0f)
,I wanted to be very HA

P
P

(my) Y (young).

It ;is practically* - ,
ImPoSsIbLe

with him near
M. .

{life) 'E

..

This poem is a par8dy of the style ofie e. A$311111fmts.-

You wouldn't want to write about just anytlaregin thi I
but it certainly is good for expressing mixed* fee

E I.

I

but ,

(HURTS) 11111.1111111

anonymous
Gower Wythe High Schbo--1
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cummings himself said, "feeling is first." He warned 'us to
mistrust the ,feelings of a person who "pays any attention to
the syntax of filings." This poem -is almost a duet: what
is in side parentheses is one part, wAtit is outside paren-
theses is another part, and the two parts together croon a
wacky hailmony.

TREES

Trees are
so pretty

/ when their
leaves are
green the
trees some-
times grow
up so high
that you
can't even
see the top. i

r

anonymous
John B. Cary $diool I 5, tl."

The poem is' not shaped like é tree, but it is tall. Each line
(with three exceptions) has two syllables. If you 14use briefly
at the end of each line, it takes a relatively long time to read
this "short" poem. Does it Remind you of the cinematic
technique of panning, when the camera moves slowly across a
scene? How would you separate the kiln from the coptent
here? -

BrealOirouth Scientists sometimes reveal the extraordina-.
ry circumstances that often accompany scientific breakthrough;
a poet almost never does this. Language is slippery, thought
is -More :11014131 tult1 ijoetry tomes at timesierlsen- the two
collide in the poet's mind. Mike, in his myth of the volcano,
explains how accidents nudge creation.
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VOLCANO

One tillit-lertte ago ther; was a mountain that never did

anything but hope. He would hope that he ,could walk around
and talk. Then one day a man came. He said his name was
Ongula. Some people called him Wise Wonder because he knew

so much.
. He talked to the mountain but the mountain would not

answer. Ongula wondered shy the mountain would not answer. is

One day Ongula told the mountain he would make him

talk but when the mountain tried he goofed. He spit up a bunch of
rocks and hot lava. That's how the volcano came.

'Mike, 4th grade
J. E. B. Stuart Elementary School

Forth may be nothing more tan a launchpad. When a
poem gets carried away, it leaves the form behind, Stanley's
poem started as an "alphabet poem" flout the letter E.

/
. E IS, FOR ENGLISH

English is like a baseball bat;
Sometimes you an hit the right word.

Stanley White
. Maggie Walkei High .Scholl

Stanley, had ah accident (he jumped out of his skin) but he
found a comparison that meant more to him than a treatise on

the alphabet.
The following two pons are acrostics. See if you sense

anything unusual about them.

Falling leaves,.
All different colors,
Lightly
Leaving the trees forever.
a ._

anonymous.
Harry F. Byrd Middle School

2.8
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Put- together words
Of meaning,
Enigmas
Meant to be figured out.

anonymous
Harry F. Byrd Middle School

Although each is written in four lines as planned, a trained
ear will recognize them as transformad haiku. .

4

Falling leaves all dif-
ferent colors, lightly leaving
the trees forever.

e
Put-together words
of Meaning, enigmas meant
t7 be figured out.

. DISTRIBUTION

Rib that one has to eat
Is good
But is expensive. Soon people will eat
Bird meat. The Birds that
Sit

On branches won't like it, nor will
Son of bird. We'll get up,
Button our coats and
Strut. down the sidewalk in the
Dust to kill.

Susan Nolte's class
Thomas Henderson Middle School

An entire class colraborathd to write "Distriboln." They
initially listed some of thejmaller words they could find within
distribution. Each list-word became the first word of a line.*
Yew tan see b e Made sense 'ofsIdmething rifidoin
through variable me- length. One df the interesting accidents

29
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in this effort is the title. It was not intended to have signifi-
cance, but the poem seems to have grown into a socio-political
statement advocating distribution.

I wish
I were a tree so when the
Leaves on other trees change,
Mine wopld change. to.

Sharon Tarry,
Maggie Walker, High School

We have tried to standardize spelling in the poems. After
all, professional writers have editors. Besides, it is unfair to
the poet particularly tale young poetto _find - his work
`.`Charming" or "cute".on the basis of an error which he didn't--
intend. It is' possible that Sharon meant for the last word of
her poem to._be too. To, however, makes some uncommon

'sense here. (We'll accept her version. ,There is another possible
accident in' the poem. The logical argitment is: if I were a
tree,, thin my leaves would change. The unspoken premise is
thrtr -1 have leaves (though I am not a tree). I would Hite

to change them. Therefore, I wish I were d tree. What a
magnificent leap of the imaginatiOn I

am a colv, with a bone out of'pla;ce in my nose.
Whenever I want tb moo, it comes out as "boo." That's

1 feel about life.
I, feel like a ghost going door to door on Hallowe'en,
that's one thing= that's good about it. I can scare all
other cows away.

Beniiwes, 9 yearsi,old
v , John -B., Cary Schi:sol

ForttuiatelL Beg didn't 6°A /what it means, Colloquially, -
for one's nine -to be out of joint. His version is sCietitiftEa

5



satisfying and fresh. In his case, he didn't throw his Frostian
harness. ife didn't know he had one.

s

Li= The two following poems -a,re "found" poems.
Break Ronald and Teresa found them in advertisements
and hindbooks, just. as they are printed here with one big
exception: line break. The poets themselves decided where
one line should stop and a new one should start.

SALE

Sale Mark 8
Stereo Tape
Deck 199:95

Low, On, Off,
volume, AM
FM, AK.
Phono, Radio
SelectOr, Tone
Balance, Left,.;
Right Regorel
Mike . ;Pause
Les;e1, Program
Fast forwkrd
4 pl eject,
Each eject
Manual eject
SALE

04-le.,

Ronald Moore,
Maggie Walker High School

SEX 141'T JUST .

Sex isn't just
Something ydu do.
It's something you are.
It's the whole thing of being a man

Or a woman.
It4 the way yoti act as a man or
Woman that counts.

31
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It's like driving acar.
It's the way you drive that counts
Whether you -do it N yell or badly
But be sure first
You have good control of your car.
And know the rules of the road.
And where the bad curves are.

Think.
Don't do things blindly.
know the bad curves.
Don't 10: people, make you do stupid things
By calling you thicken.
Have the guts to be yourself an-d.
To stick' to your ow'n way of doing ..

Something, once you've thought it.
Through. 9.4

"

Teresi Bliley,
Maggie Walker High School

Lines are broken to feature -rhyme, unusual word order, _
=repetition, or any other provocative moment in otherwisc flat ;..

' prose. Teresa exposed the absurdly of the analogy sex is like
qriving a rar, by breaking the tines strategically.

s_

ge .

I wish
I was a big cork
So I could stop up
All the wine and
Whisky bottles
That are not used

, For a gvod reason.
...,

,,-!-* '
Wayne

aggie Walker High School
.

Due to the brealObetween the sixth and the last lines ot
Wayne's poem, we are allowed to het, ieve one wish for a
moment, then thewish ig modified. The, speaker -as -cork doesn't
want to stop up unused bottles; he watixs. tolstop up abused

W
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bottles. ;The last line-strikes the reader as afterthough which
makes kiegentle social criticism.

Below is a kind of prase poem where litebreak counts! At
thf end of lines two and eleven, Denise has her readers at the

e of their seats. , .

THE SOUNDS AND PICTURES OF A NEW WORLD

First Comes the cymbals then- the
drums, then both of them together. B
a new world appears. The New Wor
lot. It is filled with glass, boulders,
grass and. dirt. Ballet - dancers do
twirls across the lot. Each danCer
jloes a twirl at the crash of a cymbal.
Then suddenly theniusic Sets louder,

booO000n:immm, crash, rrrrrrr'
toes the drum and pth e diners

awaypand the world
disappears.

gr.
Debi

O f @

is a

1.

Tucka Middle School

. o
Fore- 11. Foreshadowing is a Rchnique that most
shadowing - of us associate with fiction. A writer
subtly prepares his reader for an event that will happen later
in the narrative. Forshadowing is used for warning as line-
break is used for surprise.

The seconti line of Meg's poem below ("I wish I were
home); in combination with the first line about .the mocut,

d
casts a long shadow over rest of the dayOlkam. All that
follows is a wish colore the -mood of rtostalgia. Fore-
shadowing is .roothing more than a decision about order. What
is the appropriate time to introduce each element of a poem
or story?



DAYDREAMS

mpoo is in a strange place--
I wish I were home
tosee that inlet landscape ,.
the water eddying around the
brown,
dig
marsh grass

to hear the grating cackle of a blue heron
the squawk of a snowy egret

to sit and watch the oysters spit
see the .fiddler crabs
scurryine, PP
waving to each other with their oversized claws

to walk the beach road
listening to the waves 44
trumble,
slide,
where soon there .will be
bdrning bodies

to sit in the cove, hearing the ocean behind
smelling the air,
fresh,
salty,
watching the lazy clear pool
before me

.4 minnows self-Important in
the shallows

."" crabs': green slow-motion hunting,
staring at me as they continue their
sideways journey

me

--.Meg Mansfield,
St. Catherine's School,-

Mythinaking, as you can see 01 Mark's story, demands a
good sense of order. In' both Melt's poeni and Mark's Myth
below, the writers', -basic intentions are revealed at theoutset.
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HOW THE SPIDER BECAME .4 SPIDER

Once there-was a little voice going around saying, "Don't
step on me...7;,Then one day a little boy said, "Where are you,
Spiderr' thi boy lull took a wild, wild guess, and he said,
"On your shoulder." Then, the boy said, "I can't see you" and

qz, bought some clay and rolled some up and said, "Tell me if it's
too big." And the spider said,, "Just right;" ,he made the other
three legs. The boy made 'a body ands a h-ua fat him and laid,.
Now I can see you and painted him black and that's the sto

ofHow the Spider Became-4i' er.

ark, '4th
EXB. Stuart Elementary Sc

WHAT THE DRUG PUSHER SAID TO A
TEENAGER WALKING DOWN THE STREET

11D09e

11Nope.,

Ronald Wore,
Maggie W4er .High Schooltt- Ronald reveals nothing but the dramatic at on in his

long title. We have no clue what the poet's a e toward
the situation is until the poemthe dialogueis aver.

The following is an "excuse" for not writing 'a poem. The
most exciting part of the excuse, of cpurse, is the fight with
the tiler, but Danny began by telling us that he can't write
upside-down. He saved the beit for last.

Because I can't write up-
, side down add the reason

I was upside down was
Because I was in a fight with
my tiger and he turned me
upside down.

-35
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Danny Wurtzel, 5th grade
John B. Cary School
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Thetekt two poims begiO. with strong draniatiC situations
which generate the eVents of the poems. Ellen's "Self-PO-I-trait=
in Another Mood" is anexercise in following one imlie as far

ivat.!..

So enticing was the kitcheti door,
nchir so the kitchen shelf -

But alas!- he slid on the.polished floor
And was-discovered by the maid herself.

anonymous

SELF - PORTRAIT IN ANOTHER MOOD

I live as a piece of wood held forcefully in a vice. '14*--.

Warping, bending, splitting with creaks of pain heard only by my
splintering minor.

I try desperately to .escape.
;But the vice turns once moretighter, closer.
My own thoughts compressed;. all ideas for the closing vice.
But the vice does not see. The vice does not know.
Turn, v i c e, turn. '`"
Turn with no thought until the wood cracks,
And fall.; to the floor.. "Ellen Miller, II th gralhoo

Douglas Freeman High

8y bw, we hope that form is becoming less the printed
document and more the arrangement of free Possibilities. .We
hope you admire the horse, not the harness. When you do,
something begins to -stir inside the skin.

PATTERN

Repetition Let's make a fine distinction. Form and
pattern ore not tile same. I/ pattern is _something that keeps
happening.: form _already happened. Divisions in this Section
consider- repetition, cataloguing, rhyme, rhythm, recurring
images and tone.. The ,simples pattern of all is the repetition

' of a,Word or .a group of words. In prayer, we often establish

36
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this simple pattern: "May the Lord . . ." and, later,
the Lard ..." At the end of the prayer, we say "Amen"
as a part'of the prayer's pattern (there is never more than
one -.amen per prayer) but as part of its form. We knew
before we started that the prayer would end in Amen. While
"May the Lord . . ." keeps happening, "Amen" happens once,

Aajlues poem, like Elaine's, indudes line:repetition (a
pattern') as part of its form. Two consecutive lines, the first
and the second, are the same. In Elaihe's poem, the repetition
creates suspense: where does the speaker love _to go? The
funny thing about repeating a line is that it makes `the' line
seem more important; otherwise you wouldn't say it so many
times.

BLUES

I love to go.
I love to go
But the thing that bothers me is the traffic too slow.

Elaine Burrell, 10th grade
John F. Kennedy High Sch6c11

In the poem that follows, Keith seems to have caught him-
self in the trap of making farms seem more exciting than he
truly believes they are, merely by saying farms:farms over
and over.

What's on the farm?
cows, chickens, everything

What's on the farm?
pigs, dogs, sheep, everything.

Farms, farms are so much fun,
but nobody would like to live on one.

Keith Alston, 1p .years old
John B. Caty School
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MY 'ROOM WHEN I GET SPANKED

I lute to argue
it makes me sad
something my mommy I say no to

, and she; callvane very. bad 0
the I get spanked too
oh I he to-argue

=anonymous
. J. E. B. Stuart Elementary School

When the first-and last lines of a poem are the same, as in

"My Room When I Get Spanked," the poem seems to delineate
a total world with strict borders. Thes why the title is strik-
ing. The room itself is' not mentioned within the poem but is
created by it.

C--;

THE RAT

Up down all around
that's the way the rat goes.

He doesn't use a wash cloth
he uses all his toes.

When he's sleeping he curs
up in a ball but when he is

awake he really does it all.

So up down all around
here them everywhere

that's the way the rat goes:

Jeremy Fowler, 10
John B. Cary School

Jeremy, those his mood is entirely different, has de-
lineated a "word" In7lar way. He extended the original
line as a finish. He sounds definitivean authority on "the-
way the rat goes." . I
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RAIN

All I do is fall add water
All the fields that have been scattered.

-- anonymous
St. Catherine's School

This little poem is prayerlike because of the repetition of
all at the star_t.of each line. You can see that the word changes :

-in the" first line, it minimizes the importance of the rainy (that's
all I do) ; in the second line, it maximizes rain's power to fall
on everything (the other all).

The following poem was written by_a-teide; who became
student for awhile in Stephen Dunning't workshop. She

r "found" this poemguess where!

WHO?

*Who?
is responsible
for all

material
taken

on

this
card

Which
must lf ,presented

When
withdrawals are

made
from

the

Who?

Henrico
County

Public

.

Library

Elsie Pelfrey
Middle School English Coordinator
for Henrico County
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Cats- The technique of catalogue--4istmakingis a
logue repetition of kind rather than of word. Homer's
famous catalogue of ships is' the first we know about. Listen
in on the modern American poet, William Carlos Williams,
in an excerpt from Paterson, A he responds to an interviewer
about catalogue:

Q. . . . here's part of a poem you yourself have written:

ir

MATERIAL REIR7VED DUE TO' COPYRI RZSTR/C11110

rt

A. Yes. Anything is good material for
said it time and time again.

Anything.j've,

4.
Without further comment, we present Rob aRob's nquatn;
has redefined the forg slightly.' Instead of five lines

, two, four, six, eight; and two syllables respectively, hii poem
has five lines with one, two, three, four, and one word. re-
spectively. Fair enough.)

ti

Brown
buckskin, Alamo

quiver, stock, hartwood
brown sugar, molasses, Beaver

wood

*--Rob, 4th grade
J. E. B. Stuart Elementary School
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A diamante is good for catalogue :

Rain
wet, cold

dripping, flooding, soaking
water, ice, sleet, drops

freezing, slushing, sleeting
white, light

!MOW'

Tonia Brice,
Maggie Walker High School

In "Yellow," a catalogue of all the things yellow can be
saves the poem 'fronLabstraction. Color, an abstract phenom-
enon, is made concrete.

YELLOW

I api yellow, I beat through the blue.
I cuddle 'up babies, and make them happy, too.
I an Edit, I am delicate. -
I am the color of the midnight moon,
The color of a four- pear -ofd's room.
I am a erowu painted a delicate gold.
When it comes to lemon, I am very BOLD!
You can touch me and pinch me, but you won't feel a thing.
I, yellow, am the color of an angel's ring.

Dora Daniel, 9
John B. Cary School
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THE CLOSET TRUNK

In the closet-Vie have a trunk,
A special place for ,all our junk.
We have many things like:,
Old rusty screws from thewheels on the bike,
A broken snowscraper that doesn't work,
An old coffee pot that siill won't perk,
Another old collar of the cat's,
My brother's old baseballs and bat,
The unused windup clock,
An old moth-eaten single Sock,
Overcoats for the rainy season.
Today *ere . is one special Jeason
For not deaning it out
We might get LOST!

Marga*lbret Renholds,
St. Catherine's School

This is a glorified catalotgue. By mentioning special attri-
butes of the junk in the trunk, Margaret holds our interest.
In the next "excuse,"-jacqueline catches the spirit of excuses
by using a catalogue of nacres as a stalling technique.

r-
WHY I DID NOT WRITE MY POEM

I did not write my poem because Friday when I got home
I went upstairs and I wanted to go in my bathroom to take a
bath but the bathtub was not there.

I called the lady next door. I called my uncle in Texas, an
aunt in New York, the fire 'department, the telephone company,
Nlichelle, Mary, Marlene, Marian, Rita, Robin, Delores, Gwen,
Debra, Lisa, Tammy, Angela-, Linda, and Mrs. Bell. Then I made
a nervous cheese sandwich., r was curious to get my tub' back, I
was so nervous. I grew to eight foot nine in two minutes. I
got back to normal in two hOurs. By that time it was 8:30 and
we had to get a new tulrand thitis why I didn't-write my poem.

Jacqueline Harris,
West 'End Elementary School
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Rhyme Our most notable debates in teacher wrkshops
focused on rhyme. Should we make students

rhyme? Should, wee' let students rhyme? The first thing,
to do is to expand your notions of rhyme. When one sound
makes contact with another, the two are rhyming. John Logan
is one of America's best contemporary rhymers, as ,you can
see for yourself io this small selection from his poeth'
Point Lobos":

They wait along the brilliant height,

Sane vowel sound; dierent c

10°1' 1131

stt3leic3'
vat 11'

same initial sounds
nebulae of froth along the blue black water.

We've pointed out five different kinds of rhymeoin only eleven.
lines. There is no example of absolute, clanking, perfect
rhyme in any of the end-words. There are all kinds of slippery
pattthis, thoughnot just among end-words, but among all
the words. -



Many teachers have deckled to share this expanded notion
of rhyme with their students. Therk they let their .students
decide:. Thyme if you want, but cin't force it. Some bad
poems seem to have beer written solely for the rhyme. Don't
let that happen to your poem. And use all kinds of 'rhyme,
as Logan did. .

Let's look at some poems where rhyme went right.

A-Irr

Art is a part of doing things
like making egg cartons and diamond ;.r...gs.

anonymous .
J. E. B. Stuart Elementary School

It's a coupletfull rhyme, plus internal rhyme '(art
part--rart-ons). What the poet is saying is "Gee, art en-
compasses all kinds of disparate activities." He has yoked
together diamonds and egg cartons, and one way he keeps
them stuck together is by the colesive force, the pattern of
the rhyme.

Out went h' or, flying through the door
-Bitterness was stuck on the shelf

Negative nature lay down on the floor
What was left was a bitof myself

Muitez
St. Catherine's School

Here is a poeni aboutabstractio
negative nature. These airy concepts
the heavy rhyme of words. They k
away.

or, bitterness,
ored down by

m from floating



poem, rhynie also hot Me an anchor. It
holds wn the end of each line{ making the speaker's tone
matter -of -fact. This causes a strong tension, since the speakif
is matter-of-fact about aysituation in which she has no power.

.Rnsion in poeity, unlike tension in life, is good. It works
like the tension among particles that keeps an atom'intact.

HOME

Our hOuse is small.
That's all we've got.
If the man told us.to move,
I'd rather not.

omast 10th grade
. George High School

The next poem fascinates us. There is an intricate inter-
locking, rhyme scheme that, planned or unplanned, reveals a

, poet with a well -tuned ear for language.

WhSn it rains the day
is no fun. They say

oh -no- here comes another
one.

look at the sky look
at the clouds why do

they scream so' loud.

another one of those
days.

anonymoUs
John F. Kennedy High School
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In order to emphasize the rhyme-w

When a rains the day
is no
fun.
They say
oh no
here codes another
One ,

look
at the. sky
look .

at the clouds
why
do they scream so loud.
another

a
b
d

-e

f
e

g
f

g
d

one
of those days. a

Sallie used eye-rhyme: it looks the same but it sounds
different: .11F

I hate to cough it
is so 'rough to all
night long cough,
cough, cough,

Sallie Cecil, ;-
St. Catherine's School

Finally, let's look at a poem that makes patterns out o
the whole spectrum of sound. This is subtle sophisticated
rhyme and is also a catalogue of sorts. Cheryl began with it"'

list of words that reminded her of Africa.--You have tcr
this one out loud to release its m c. Listen' for the pattern
of r sounds and the relief from t at the end. Poet Kofi
Awoonor helped Cheryl with this.'
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Rhythm

the nomads ride the karges
in Egypt on the edge of the Sahara
where there 'were no trees or farmers
the nile river
by the oasesiwiver saw
the mahogany of the forest
in Ghana wh6e there there are no pyramids
and the monkey it king

Cheryl
Maggie Walker High hoof

As long as were thinking ;about' rhym pet-
terns, we may as well turn to that other

staple of poetry: rhythm. Certain rhythms recAll for us
certain, literary traditions; If you think tlaat's esoteric,, try
this poem out op anyone you know:

PANTS
44. A pair of pants is really- a bug

With two long legs and a mouth.
It'eats you no matter how loudly you yelp

- And buckles you up with a belt.

Paula Harlfinger,
St. Catherine's School

What is it about those. last two jingling lines? The poem is
not a limerick,, but the last two lines have the rh of the .

igst three lines of a limerick. Licking the obvi us signals,
linebreak and rhyme, we still stpse ',limerick pus gthrough.

ON THE HILL
A cow bellowing In the wind
the cold- night foals to ;

- morning
the stars in my mind fade
awakening to the steady drone
of a voice
in familiar sounds
of.regulation size.

0
a

4

TriCh Kiuta
Sta Lathe
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1,
- rich 's poem is so-called free verse. There is no regular,

meter, However, the last -five words ("familiar sounds o
regulation size ")- were written in iambic pentameter, the
meter used by Shakespeare and many other traditional,English-
speaking poets. Suddenly, in those last .few words, we become
aware of a formality and structure. The rhythm reinforces
the observation that the sounds are familiar (so is the rhythm).
and of "regulation size."

Iambic meters can break the ood of a limerick. The last
line of the following rem is th only line that strays from
the usual limerick pattern. It retu s us to the pomp surround-'
ink that preachel.

There once was a preacher named Quinn
Who--didn't know quite how to swim.

He fell in the lake
Before he could take

Collection and a hymn.

anonymous
Harry F. Byrd ,Middle School

Sometimes an extra stressed yllable in a line will change
the tone. Nancy's poem has two stresses in each line except
the last two. In that couplet, she turns from objective descrip-
tion to warning.

A PLACE

Have you ever been
In a large violin
Where it's .gloomy and dark
And not like a park?
There isn't inuch room
To sweep with a broom,
And you better watch your nose

" Because the case will- close:

Nancy Brown, .

St. Catherine's School
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'Recurring Another pattern to consider is the pattern
Images of images. What does a poem make us
see, hear, smell, feel, taste? Are all the images related in some
way, or is the reader expected to jump around from one world
to another? The .best poems either. keep us in one well-made
world or provide the transportation necessary in getting from
one world to another.

You wept when I wrote
I no longer am inspired
By dying oak leaves.

Anonymous

Haiku. poetry is notable for its imagery. Usually, asin the
preceding poem, the poet juxtaposes two seeminglytdisparate
imagestwo-seemingly different worldsand lets us reconcile
the two. As Archibald MacLeish has said, the two images are
left "to mean if they can."

PRISON

Squares upon squares upon squires,
Overlapping each other;
Surrounding me, holding me
In, as I scream for freedom.

--Cherie Cramer, 12th grade
George Wythe High School

In a poem of great emotion, it sometimes helps to use un-
emotional imagery. The 'geometric orientation of Cherie's
poem tenses against the scream in the, last line.

N
The images are well-controlled in "The

In the first sentence, we are told that the
(like) a frozen explosion. Harlan doesn't
world and jImp to another. He talks about
core. In othe1 words, he follows through
vision.

49
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Sycamore Ball."
sycamore ball is

leave us in that
,shrapnel and the
with his original
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THE SYCAMORE BALL

It's an %plosion that was frozen_
just after iviittd. -
Its shrapnel and edges all flew out
with symmetry
But wereicaught just before letting
loose of the middle.
The- core,
Its points-all are sharp and fell
from a tree.;
It's so beautiful so perfect and
round. ,

7

.o

Harlan McMurray
Thomas H. Henderson .Middle Sc.4431

SPRING CHICKEN,

The redbrick egg -.

That has held me for all 1? years of my baby -blue existence
Has begun to crack.
Most days
I lie on my back and kick at the walls t
To show that I'm really tired of he old places-and faces. -.
But sometimes, when nobody's looiiitg - t

I fun for my Elmer's glue to paste battothe pieces of a world
that I 'know.

'Though I say I'm yellow-happy about the whole thing, Iti
I'm really, gray-afraid.
Because I know
That come Spring
All the king's horses and all the king's men.
Won't put my old world together again.

. --Jed Dilworth .

St. Catherine's School

Jeni created a world of colors
t
and eggs and stayed in it.

Fantasy-writing is good for practicing controlled imagery.

Sherry wanted to do something that is nearly impossible..
She listened to part of the rock 'opera "Tommy" and tried to

__Say, in words, what was happening in music. She chose, wisely
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we think, to anchor abitractiofflt heavily anthropomorphized,
image. And:she never forgot which world she was in.

The dram is running
' from the guitar in a

big open field. The
guitar is running fast
but the drum is running
faster. As they run they
pass a tambourine and a
cymbal. The guitar has
caught up with the drum
now and they're running
together; But they have
split tip -again and the
guitar is being
by the .drum.
tired and have started
to walk to a different
place.

a-
-Sherry

Tuckahoe Middle School

Sandra's poem is fairly straight forwarcrnarrative. It is
the third line which delights us, being pure image% (sound.)
It is the prototype for the visual images, all related in mood:
RAember that poetic image, can-----repcdent airy of the five
sows.



THE BEACH
Water rushing on the rocks
singing as they do
cush cush cush
People surfing
on the quiet water
couples running on
the sand always
hand in hand
Children with 'their
sand buckets and shovels
Father bringing in
fish by the huddles,
Mother cooks the
fish by open fire.

Sandra L.. Tuckahoe Middle School

-_-- Tone The other pattern-aspect that interests us in the
children's poetry is that of tone. Sustaining a certain tone is
difficult for all writers, and is especially difficult in a long poem.
As you might expect, the student poems with tonal Integrity
were often short ones. In tact, one of the best handled tech-

niques was understatement. To give a couple of lean examples:

WHAT A FATHER WOULD TELL HIS SON -
-- v IF BEING ROBBED,

r

Run
Son.

Maggie Walker_ High _School

A PERSON WHO SEES A PERSON STREAKING SAYS:,

"Nude
Dude."

Anonymous
Maggie Walker High School

The poems were specifically written is "short poems with long

titles."
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Here is a simple image that has a distinctive tone (smiling,
dancing):

SIGN LANGUAGE

SmilinA fingerprints dancing on knuckles.

Ellen Miller, I I th grade
Douglas Freeman High School

ME 1

I come from Lacamanion. I was Miss Saturn and won
the Beauty Award from Mr. Venus who soon after became my
husband. We have eight children: Pluto, Venus, Jr., Mars,
Moon, and Jupiter. Some are missing. Lin in a hurry to
go to Space Shopping Center for their twice-a-century sale -
on garbage cans and a new lizard.

Melody Behr, 9 years old,
John B. Car? School

You can't help but grin at Melody's easy dismissal of the
other three kids: "Some are missing." Then on to-garbage
cans and the new lizard, Miss Saturn is assuredly a, scatter-
brain, and remains so throughout.

EXCUSE

. my ifircken pecked it", AP.O.

up

James
John B. Cary School

It's a tiny poeman excuse james wrote for not h ding
in a poem. Slight asit is, it shows us something abo our
language. Pecked --fip is really one word, even though it is
written as two. It's like used up. (A used car it,fin , but
watch out for the one that's used up.) After reading th first
line; we expect maybe a hole in the paper Up, with its brupt
sound, gives us the sure ring of finality that clenches the whole
matter. The poem is inexorably gone.



--;

4

Limericks can be tonally complex. Here are two:
There was a young fellow named Tharp
Who swallowed-a live, full-sized carp.

He aid struggle and gasp
Now when people ask

They say he is playing his harp.
Susan Nolte, 11th grade

Douglas Freeman High School
__-

There was a man named Lemon
who loved to hiss "women.

One day he kissed Kate
and made her his mate.

The following (Lily, he went swimming.

Gail
John B. Cary School

In the first one, we sense the poet's contempt for those who-
ask-Tharp, "'What's wrong?" He didn't say he was contempt-

uous; he just gave an absurd reply. In_ Gail's limerick, the
reader is ridiculed for paying such close attention to Lemon's
activities, and the whole subject of romance is depreciated.
HoW is it done? by the simple balance of parallel construction:
one day x happened (wow 14 ; and one day y happened (so
iyhat?1.

GIRAFFE -

tiny, black, shiny, short
you can't see it
either: moves very fast
and also can swim
but it doesn't stay black
it changes color also.

Anonymous
J. E. B. Stuart Elementary School

"Giraffe" is a "he" poem, as you can see., It's the most
delightful kind of lie: one .piled up onanother. First we're

'told the giraffe is black, then that it chinges color ! The cover-

up Aie is bigger than the original. The tone throughout is

measured, underplayed. It's a straight face with a chuckle
trying to surface.
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DESIGN-

. Form and pattern together determine the design of a
poem. But what about the designer? What's he doing? Is
he looking or relooking at something? How does he see?
What makes him think he has something to say? His resources
are not uniqueeverybody has words! What may be different .
about the poet himself is the subject of this last section. We've
divided it into the following sections; sensing, metaphor,
persona, word play, cliché, and discovery._ , .

Sensing The next poem, Cornett's, looks at an abstraction
in. sensgry terms. Hatred is made immediate and vivid; the
punch is back into a ward that had lost its punch over the
years.

Hatred sounds like being hit in the jaw.
Hatred -feels like cuts on your face. 7--
Hatred looks like something you say.
Hatred tastes like eating at anybody's place.
Hatred smells like nothing right. '
Hatred is being ready to fight.

Cornell Jones
Maggie. Walker High School

Can you tell that the next two poets were respanding to the
same stimulus? Assisting Poet J. Christie Cruger had them
lie down, close their eyes, and follow her instructions. Then
she led .them through some sensitizing exercises, designed to
make thgm feel the silence and the dark of their condition.
The technique of visual block (closing the eyes) helped them
sense with, their other four senses. In Elaine's phrase "prints /
of cold, sense of sight and the sense of touch mingle.
Alan's oern is tiny but packed.



The gritty feel of the floor on my back.
My greenish-yellow, world closed in around me.
Total silence; broken only by a high-pitched voice.
My dry mouth

Ricky Copier
, J. R. Tucker High School

rlj

It's' cold in here
and deathly still.
Mausoleum quiet.
The air covers me
like an icy cobweb.
Invisible spiders slowly
step
foot -

by foot
by foot
limbs mechanically moving
like cogs in a wheel
by foot
across my face
clawn,my arm
leaving prints of cold
and drop
splashing
on the dry be:chock ,
damp and slippery.

Elaine Klan
J. R. Tucker High School

THE ROSE

A small clump of crumpled red velvet.

Alan Moorefield, I I th grade
Douglas Freeman iligh School
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It presents a rctseas crumpled velvet. Reach out and touch'
itit feels like velvet. But listenroll the rs and is and ms
around in your mouth. It evert---rowids like velvet being
crumpled I

The next poem, by Cherie, takes a iendly attitude toward
mistaken identity. We get the feelin that Cherie didn't really
mind. She appreciates the squirrel' affinity for her colors and
textures.

Quite by accident as I hurefrom a tree,
A small gray squirrel t4 a bite out of me;
Perhaps mistaking my nutty brown skin
For a smootlytard-n'ut, and thought we were kin.

Cherie Cramer, 12th grade
George Wythe High School

Metaphor Once you've felt, seen, heard, smelled, and
tastedyou may want to compare. JoAnne's poem vacillates
between direct sensofy observation and metaphor.

HAND EYE HAIR

Her hand feels rough in
some places and smooth
in other places.
Her eye looks wet
and like she had just
got out of a pool.
Her hair feels frizzy
like a puppy dog's tail
or a horse's tail.
Hir ear looki like
a circle going round and round.

JoAnne Crick
John B. Cary School

Sometimes ,metaphor is implied. Gently, in his poem,
Danny reminds ps that death is a long sleep; that sleep, like
theirog, sits waiting on the edge of death;



FROG

Sitting on, the water's edge
Drearily falling asleep
It died by morning.

Danny Wurfzil, 5th grade
John B. Cary School

'4?

THE WATERMELON

Watermelon is like a fig,
It's sweet and good.
It's big and fat
Like a Mexican hat.
It's very juicy like a tubful of water.
It only cost a couple of quarters.
And if you do not hie it
You can come and see me.

Barbara Petty's Class, 5th grade
Franklin Elementary School

"Ms. Petty's class wrote "The Watermelon" when poet
Gloria Oden visited, Do you remember how Homer used
metaphor? He would compare one thing to another, even if
the two had only one small aspect in common. The series of
comparisons in this poem reminds us of that. At the end, we
conclude that a watermelon is indeed like many things. "And
if you do not like it/You can come and see me."

_
Donald's poem, which follows, says "the sky is out enclos-

fig protector," but it doesn't say it that way. How much bet-
ter fo be a poet-designer and say:

THE SKY --
-

An envelope that lets us live.

Donald Johnson, 11th grade
Douglas Freeman High School
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Persons Sometimes the writer inhabits bodies other tharihis own and,Inoks through "its" eyes. The four writers that ,follow exhibit profound empathy in some cases. SometimesAlley slip .back into their own bodies, looking at instead of,,through.

CIGAR

0000h that's hot
I don't like him at
all; first he started
me with a match then
he started sucking on
me and started to burn
me up. I'm so embarrassed.
I feel like I did
something wrong and
now I'm being punished
for it.

Anonymous
John B. Cary School

UNTITLy
If I were a flower
L would bloom as fast as I could.
And I would try to get water
three times a week. -

-
Would you like to get water
three times a week?

, Ashley /Scott, 5th grade
Franklin Elementary School
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I AM A NEW HIT RECORD
I have just been placed on the turntable of a record

player. I am getting dizzf- and a Oarp.needle is coming
fast. It is on ;Ile. It doesn't hurt at all and a loud sound
is coming out of the record player. I am- being played at a
hit party that a beautiful, intelligent, blond girl named
Rhanna Kidwell is having. A green-haired girl named Sharon
Wurtzel has just ,jumped up on the dinner table trid is stepping
in the baloney. She just jumped off the table and is dancing
with a short man with a crewcut whom she calls "My Man." She
is throwing a hot dog.acriiss the loom-and a pretty girl named
Deborah Wallof is painting. Now, Sharon is throwing a hot dog
at me, 'and CRASH!,

Rhanna Kidwell, 9 -years old'
John B. Cary School

CROSS - EYED JACK-O-LANTERN

I may be (cross-eyed, but I have 20/20 vision, and as soon
as the two of you sit down, I'll tell you what Killoween looks
like to me. Thank you for sitting down, all e'en of you. Now
see those two ghosts out thee? They are both doing the same
thing. I'd better get some Al Seltzer because I think that
last candle I had gave me h burn. Thanks, all eighteen of you,
for listening.

Jeremy Fowlar, 10 years olds
John B. CaTy:School

1441
1'- It*

We are shocked by the -two w4i chickens are presented
in Maria's diamante. We all know tliarChidcens are farm

separate the two roles when we think bout them. Maria
animals, and we know that they are but we usually

forces us to see the same object from two points of view at the
same time: she forces us to be both animal- watchers and
consumers.

Chickens
fluffy, noisy

scratching, clawing, squawking
good with dumblings

Chickens

Maria Bristow, 11th grade
Douglas Freeman High School'
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Woi4 Ply r
The late W. 1-1. Auden believed there

:ogs always hope for a person who likes to "hang around words
aficr overhear them talking to one .another." 'That. his

.a better chance of becoming a poet, he said, than the one who
sjmpjy "has something'important to say." .1 riddle is a, familiar
way'cif playing around withzwords. William Jay Smith points
our that the riddle is a natural linguistic process: we gather
data on an object, then we name it. A ,fiddle, is the opposite
of,i- dictionary definition.

They say I'm a liar,
4., For I can make the,finiest letter

Grow ten times higher;
(a magnifying glass)

a

/ Bobbie Serrano ..)6
St. Catherine's- 1School

Riddle-in ers surpr as because t[ notice things that
are "nonfunctional"thi s we quit looking at unless we are

. makers. (A poet is a maker with words). -While most people
think of tape recorders solely in terms of their .function sound,
'Doug concentrated on the visual experience in his first two
lined.

TAPE RECORDER

ilkLang and brown, I roll
Back and forth in my play ;
Secretly I listen,
Mimicking all who speak.
Important is my memory
For I. must not forget.
In

investigators have accuied ;
My master defiantly denies.
All turn to me to settle matters,

',But silent I remain.

f---Doug Wh. ng, 12th grade
George Wythe High School

4
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The following Poem islupposed to lie a definition. As it
turns out, it may be the most contorted riddle of all. The poet
playi.around with two fnea.nings of bows.

BOWS

Bows are not arrows.
Which can't be tied
But that is 'not the reason why.

Anonymous
. J. E. It: Stuart Elementary School

Doug, who also wrote-the tape recorder riddle, plays
around again in 'Ile Grave -Digger." He wrote th6poem as
a paroc1)1 of Chaucees style, and he used pun in a more con-
ventional way than the "Bows" poet.

vb.

THE GRAVE-13ifsGER

A grave - digger there came, of lowly birth,
Yet a splendid fellow, quite down to earth.-
His clients 1)ad beenpatients of the physician:
They were laid to rest in a prone position.
His tools consisted of shovel sand spade
Also an a; with a very sharp blade.
The dotles he wore were all covered with mud
And splotches of what appeared to be blood,

But tidhe of the pirgrimskior certain could tell
-tor nbt a soul ventured pear him because of the smell.

Nis.ten1Per ,ivIren drinking became quite a wonder.
Sometimes he'd vo* to put us all six feet under.

'.While traveling he winched e countryside a lot,

Often remarking, "Would thi not be a scenic plot?"
The ground his shovel attacked with some vigor,

A pilgrim unique was this fine grave-digger.

DoUg Whiting, 12th grade
George Wythe High School
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a
Cliches Don't use a cliche. Don't use a cliché, Don't ,
use a cliche. Everybody knows that, Poets know, however,
that it's all right to use a cliche as long as you really use>lit The poet must either`release.,theoriginal metaphor so that
it is-new .again or find a new meining in the oldwords. Killing
time it a fa r cliche. To hear thee phrase is seldom to be
cognizant o 'vi nce implied in it. Robert Lowell helps
to revitalize the clich in his poem "The Drinker.

.
Robert Lowell and his contemporaries use cliches the time.
In one poem, Lowell wrote "they blew their tops.,n t him
black and blue." Such an old hat requires a good hard ead
to sit Oa. The rest of the pdemits images and language
have to buttress its use:

jslaialie, in th.e riddle which follows, started with clicheand ended with a fresh vision.

\ .
What is big and tall
Or little and small e.
And never thinks 'about anything?.
What is brown and green
Or red and black
And provides materials for everything?
What has so- many arms that' you
Can't even count them? 7-
And the number of fingers is infinite.
What has just one leg
But the set of its toes.. .

Well, the size would make you faint?

(a met
Natalie Bocock

St. Catherine's School

As Jonathan was cataloguing all the joys of Christmas; hi
found a 'nevrand unurual object to add to his list. He intro-
duced the object with a cliche that startles us With new
meaning.
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A school vacation,
My friends,

Qur Christmas tree,
A fire in the fireplace,

Christmas Day,
A hat roakttirkeY, ,

An advent wreath fpr our table;
White snow to play in,

Presents for me,
41 The fun of giving,

And lasfbut not least,
My poem.

onathan Miller, 10 years/ old

)John B. Cary School

'How many people imagine nightfall anymore? -Where is
night supposed to fall anyway?- Patty helps us see again the
image behind the cliche.

PURPLE

Purple is a violet against a
Dead tree.
Purple is something you can't
Always see.
Like when the-night falls through
To mix with the bright blue.
'Twill be there to mix with the
Air.
To mix silence against the sky.
Purple is a question of why, why, why.

:- -Patty Qupin,.9 Sean old
John B. Cary School

Finally, we include a newspaper poema special-product
of the Watergate era, though it is, in. some sense, a classic.
We are only men. We all make mistakes. The 'President is a
man, too. What, though, is the tgne of thacsliche when too
is changed to 2?
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-Teresa gfiley -
Maggie Walker High School
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Discoveiy Robert Frost, a methodical man, was fond
of proclaiming the insufficiency of mere method. "No tears
in the writer, no tears in the reader." He is said to have
loved best those poems that came easily to him, which un-
folded as his pen moved across the page. "Like a piece of
-ice on a hot stove the poem must ride on its own melting."

,- Where- does that put the designer? It seems to us that tbe
designer is the one who must keep, the ice from sliding off the
stoveno easy task! In the last poems of this section, we
have' a' feeling that the poet is making discoveries and being
surprised by himself along the way. As readers, we share the
discovery.

FANTASY .

There's a man at the ocean \--
Says he's found himself.
At night
He plays his fiddle for
Mermaids in the sea.

Anonymous

The two poems that follow demonstrate two sides of dis-
covery : sometimes animate beings'seem like inanimate objects,
and sometimes objects appear to be alive.

THE BEETLE

A tiny frying pan with legs

Lesli Trainer, 11th grade
Douglas Freeman High School

DICE

I'm white with black dots
And I jump up in the air
I have six sides
And bring bad and good luck
Beware!

Brenda Greenberg
St. Catherine's School
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When Natalie, started her self-portrait in the poem Welow,
she wrote all the unusual descriptions : I go to School, my arms
match, etc. In effect, she wassaying, "Look how normal I
really am."- ,The signature of the poem is the image, of the 1
"little, teeny elbows." What a strange thing to notice about

. oneself !,How stAkrining to think that they "hardly ever grow" !
We already knew that, of course, but we needed a poet to let
us know we knew.

414

MYSELF

I am short aptirthin,
Have bones witI4.11
Which muscles m attach to.
I go to school
Anclowim in pools;
I afways have something to do.
I have long, thin fingers
And short fatves
And arms that match each other.
I have brown, straight hair
That goes everywhere
And legs that are like twin brothers.
I have a mouth that opens wide
With a tongue inside
And crooked, irregular teeth.;
I have little, teeny
That hardly*er grow;
Yep, that ids eIy >ttoe.

Botock
St. CatherinsW School

41
In every casenot just in the last fantasy poems but

in most of the poems included in this anthologythe poet was
learning something about language, or about himself, or about
the rest of the world, or about all three as he wrote the poem.
Most of are poets whose work we included have no serious
intentions of becoming professional writers, but they see dif-
ferently, they talk differently, they think differently when
they're playing the poet.
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PART 111---STUDENTS' SUSTAINED RESPONSES

In addition to the v iting Writers program, the Humanities
Center 'sponsored two continuing workshops during 1973-74.
One was designed for sixth-graders who 'met in the Carriage
House of the Center with Jeffrey Lorber as instructor. The
other was planned for senior high school students; they met
once a week in the Creative Writing Studio with Sally Harris
Sange.

The sixth-graders under Jeffrey's direction did a series of
"discovery" exercises. They discovered something of what
poetry is about and they discovered, to some exteit, some-
thing of what they are .about. It was never enough for
them to discuss whether a poem was good or bad. They want-
ea to know why the writer felt the way he did and .why they
wrote differently under workshop conditions than they did in
the regular classroom.

One day Jeff informed them, "You are sitting at. home
,alone. The `radio- is turned on to a station playing music. .

Suddenly, the music is interrupted by a news bulletin., The an-
nouncer says 'Enemy aircraft have been spotted over Canada's
Dew Line. We are incapable of preventing thenaball from
striking. They will be over New York in ten minutes. It is /
predicted that they will reach the Washington, D.C., area in ten
minutes' Okay, you have ten minutes before you will be bldwn
up. Luckily, yogi have paper and pencil handy. I understand
that most of us would not normally stop to write, but let's say
that if what you would do. You have nine minutes 'and thirty-
seconds remaining."

One of the instructive values of the exercise was that the
tone of the writing was always clear. The students had no
problem detecting that one writer was unusually calm, one was
questioning, one was in a state of panic. The next step was to
find the words, the phrasing, whatever it was that made the
tone so clear.

That was poetic discovery. The other discovery, self-
dise6very, took place when the writers were surprised that they
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were thinking of a, bottle cap or fame, or a neighbor or God
during those last telt minutes of life--

During the year, each student wrote a poem-autobiography,
a conversation among three inanimate objects, and several
other poems and stories that taught him as much, about himself
as about writing.

These'-are some of the newest verse's" (theirs) to the
familiar "Hush Little Baby":

t

HUSH LITTLE BABY

Hush, little baby don't yoU cry,
Momma's going to buy you a pie. ,
If that pizza pie ain't hot,
Momma's going to buy you a pot.
H that silver pot is broken,
Momma's going to buy you a subway token.

If that subway tokIn gets dirty,
Momma's going to buy you an itty, bitty birdie.
If that birdie does not sing,
Momma's going to get a bell to ring
If that, bell don't make a sound,
Mcmuria's going to buy a big fox,. hound.

If that big fox hound don't bark,
Momma's going to buy a five-toothed shark.

If that-five-toothed shark doesn't bite,
Momma's going, to buy a purple light.
If the purple .light don't show up,
Momma's going to get a loving cup.
If that loatig cup don't shine,
A1 mina's going to get a sour lime.

If that ster lime's to sweet,
Momma got powdetfor stinking feet.
If the stinking felt don't smell,
Momma's going to buy an oyster shell.

If that oyster ;hell ain't dean. -
NIonuna's going to buy a giant king.
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If that giant king ain't nice,
Momma's going to buy you a pair of dice.

If that. pair -of dice don't shine,
Momma's going to get you a brand new dime..

If that brand new dime ain't-good, __

Momma's going to buy you a brand ntwApod.

If that brand new hood ain't 116.,
Momma's going to buy you a chicken to fry.

If that chicken doesn't get hot,
Momma's going to buy you a parking lot.

that parking lot goes broke,
Mamma's going to buy you an artichoke.

If that artichoke ain't eaten,
Momma will give you a hernmongus beating.

If that beating makes you sad,
Momma wirl buy you a puppy named Lad.

If that puppy dog is sold,
Momma's'going to-buy you a piece of gold.

If that piece V gold gets shiny,
Momma's going to buy you a horse named Tiny.

If that horse named Tiny goes wild,
Momma's going tosget you, a baby child.

If that baby child won't speak,
Momma's going to buy you a bird with a beak..

If that bird with the beak don't fly,
Momma's going to buy you a new necktie.

If that new necktie is too light,
Mon-anall buy a dog with perfect sight.

If that dog with perfect Sight can't see,
NIomrtia'sphig to buy you a -bumble bee.

If that bumble bee-gets old,
Momma's going lo buy you a baby boivl.

If that baby bowl should break,
Mombut's going to buy you a pointed !lake.

If that pointed rake gets dull,
'Iornma'll buy a record by Jethro Tull.
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If that record has a scratch,
Momma's ping to take you to a tennis patch.
If that tennis match stops-While its raining,
Momma's gonna get you a shot that's paining.

If that paining shot hurts too bad,_
Momma's gonna buy you a brand new fad.
If that fad goes.out of style,
Momma's gonna get you a big leaf pile.
If that leaf pile gets too rotten,
Momma's gonna buy you some potatoes augratin.
If those potatoes have one fly,
Momma's gonna buy you a pizza pie.

Group poem
Middle School Workshop

This next group of poems and stories includes student
writing that was conceived, written 'clown, pondered over, re-
vised, discussed, criticized, revised, argued, revised, and pol-

-ished. We don't want to exaggeratesome of the poems wet.;
- popped off in ten minutes fiat. But some of them lay in desk

drawers for weeks, waiting for the poet to get a little distance
between his experience and his art. Many of them were dis-
cussed in the Senior High Writing Workshop, of which all the
poets are members.

Revision is a highly individual process. Most writers don't
sit down with a list of possibilities to check off. They-simply
commune with their work. Most writers are tough on the
parts that don't sound right If they've changed 'their mind
since the first draft, they let the poem change. They try to be ..

clearer all the time. But revision doesn't come only from the
writer; the poem often-changes the writer's mind about an
experience.

To give yoir an idea of the kinds of changes a poet makes
when he revises, we include several versions of three poems.
In some cases, yciti may like earlier versions better than the
finished poem. Try_ to think of each as a separate and corn-
Mete experience before you attempt to link them all as a con-
tinuing process. (Numbered lines assist in identification during
comments which follow.)
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A
STATE FAIR 1973
Around the people
there are places
where others swirl
and form eddies
around this place
where no one walks.

Within)" silences,
there is a man quietly sleeping
he lies on' a bench
and between the surrounding trucks

You can glimpsepeople walking
hurrying away
not wanting to look

-and see the quiet
which_tbq can not end.

A

UNTITLED
I
The street is dark
The houses silent
One front window watching

street
In it a lone piano.

II

A student bicyclist
puffs past,
his eyes -wet from the wind.

As als near the piano
a car roars, past him,
honking.

- :

the

B
STATE FAIR 1973

1 Within the people
2 there are places
3- around which others swirl
4 and form eddies
5 around this place
6 where no one walks
7 or wishes to
8 contained within its silences
9 a man quietly sleeping

10 he lies on a bench
11 and outside the trucks
12 forming the limits
13 which none cross
14 except the sleeping man
15 are people walking
16, hurrying away
17 not wanting to look
18 and see the quiet
19 which ipey can not shatter.

Judy Wurtzel,
St. Catherine's School

B =----

DAGUERR OTYPE

I
S

2
3 'A lone piano watching the

street g
4 from a
5 front window

II
6 A ;gunk man on a bicycle

T Puffs by,
8 his eyes wet :from the wind,
9 his muffler fluttering.
10 As he pedals near the piano
11 a car roars past him,

12 honking.
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HI
Green rain against the window.
A gaunt woman plays Chopin,
hei fiigers startling against the

ker.
IV
The hint window is opened,
17 and the wind blows
18 long tendrils of white curtain
19 into the mean.
20 A sheet of Chopin

drifts fo the floor.

Twilight,
and the bus discharges
tired men and women on the

sidewalk.
A few turn down the street,
going-past the piano.
Only one man turns
to look: - .

he sighs, and turns away.

III

13 Green rain against the window.
14 A gaunt woman plays Chopin,
15 her fingers startling against the

keys.

IV
16 The.cfront window is opened,
and the wind blows
long tendrils of the white Curtain
into the room.
A sheet of Chopin
falls to the floor.

22
23
24

...226";

27
28
29

73.

and' the bus discharges
tired men and women on the

-sidewalk
A few walk down the street,
continuing pait the piano.
Only one man turns
to look:
he sighs, and 'turns away.
VI
Morning: and as clouds break,
one Icing finger of sunlight.

reaches
32 and reflects .

33 off the piano keys. /
Debbie Wong('

Open High School
,
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HEAD SYMPHONY IN BEE

B' a

High up, we find our-
selves walking on pre-

etIstous seaffoldst
The view is a blush

of wonders whets in-
jured autos are limp-
ing down the road Ilk*

maimed pet. Mean.
while God operates

A,gas station in the
middle of the forest.
A paradise it seems.

We ride down high-
way. Construction work-
ers, barbarous, beer-
bfllied and bare chested,
driving bulldozers through

mud like stoned sheep
through a pasture of soap.-
Our car is driven by

.23 hovels, locik. It is or

lying on its side,
grinning grotesquely be-

- side the insurmountable
road to the silent river.

An attempt was made.
to contact the supervisor;
but no gas could be

-found to operate the tele.'

phone.

1 High up, we find our-
2 selves walking on pre-

3 carious scaffolds.
4 The wiew L a blush
5 of wonders., where in.
6 lured autos are limp-
7 ing down the road like.
8"a maimed pet: Mean-
9 while, God

-
operates

'10
11 a gas station in the
12 middle of the forest.

13 A par5dise it seems.

14

15 .

16
17 We dream down high.
18 way. Construction work-

ers, barbarous, beer-
bellied and bare chested,
drive bulldozers through

'19
20
21

22
23
24
25

feud like atoned sheep
in a pasture of soap.
Our car is -drawn by

26 23 horses, look. It is
27 lying on its side,
28 grinning grotesquely be-
29 side the insurmountable
30 road 40, the silent river,. 30
31 31

1 High' up, we find our
selves walking on pre-

3 carious scaffolds.
4 The view is a hlusil
5 of wonders where in. .

6 lured autos are limp
7 ing down the road 'like

a a' maimed pat. Mean -
9 while, God' operates

10-

11 agas 'station in the
12 Middle of the forest.
13 A paradise it seems.
14

15

16

17

18
19

20

21_

22
23

1!

a

We dream down high-
way construction

workers,- babarously, bey
bellied an0 hare
chested driM bulldozers
through mud Ake stoned
sheep in a pasture

24 of soap. Our ear is
25 drawn by 23 }moat
26 +look. It is lying on'
27 its side; grinning
2a grotesquely beside
29 the insurmountable

road to the silent
river. /zit attempt

32 An attempt to call the
33 foreman fails, there is

34 .

35 no gas to operate 'the

36 telephone.

74

32 to call the foreman
33 fails. There is no
34
35 gas to optate the
36 telephone.



D E
THE:IINP11114IIRD MASTERPIECE THE UNFINISHEDMASTISEPIEFEr

1 High up, we find our-
2 ilelvai walking on pre-
3 carious scaffolds". .
4 The view is a brush
5 or.wouirers where in-

jilted autos are Ihip.
7 ing down the'roid like
8 a maimed pet. Mean-

. 9 While -t1e ambasiador
of energy operates .

a.gas station' in the
is. 12 middle of the,forest

13

14 and entertains the -

15 foreman. They chase
16 flies 'with a binterfly

net.. We dream down

18 highway. 'Construction

19 workors4arbaously, beer.
`20 bellied Bind baie

21 cheated drive bull-

22 dozers through mud V
23 like 'stoned sheep in

_24 a pasture of soap.
025 Our car is drawn-by
-26 93 horses. Look.
27 It is &ping on its
28 side, griming grouriely
2 beside the insunfibuntabla

30*ad to the silent
31 nyer. A desperate-. .
32 attethpt to call the
33 foreman fails There
34

,

"
35 is no fuelitierate
36 the telephone.

'1 High up, we find Isonr:
2 selves walkini on pre-is

_3' earions seagolds.

4 The-scenery is a blush
5 of wonders where in-
6 jured autos limp .
7 'down the road like
8 maimed pets. Menp-
9 vrhile the Ambassador

10 Of Energy operates
-11 a gas station in the
12. middle of the forest
13

; 14 and ent
foreman.

16 flies with a butterfly
17 net. We dream down
18 highway. Construction 11.!--

19 Workers, barbarously, beer-
20 bellied and hire

chested, drive bull-
22 dozers through milt
21 like stoned sheep S
04 in a pasture of soap.

25 Our car is drawn by
26 93 horses. Look.
27. It is lying on its
28 side; ginning grotaiquely
29 beside the insurmountable

30 mid, to the silent
31 ,,river. A desperate

32' attempt lo call the
33 foreman f.a0. There

,33 is no fuel to operate
36 theOrtephone.

illiam Pa,hn 12th grade
"' Douglas Freeman-High School
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Although, as we have said, revision is' idiosyicratic, there are ,
some general principals that,prevail,.at least among these three
poets: They appear to be moving from

1) vagueness to clarity
2) the-general to the specific
3-) the superfluous to the sufficient
4) one,point of view to another
5) cacophany to music
6) &the assigning of-mood to the dram.atiiation of mood
7) 'redundancy to variety
8) relaxed usage to grammatical accuracy and consistency .9) conventional grammar to special usage
10) conventional phrasing to enjambment of lines ,r 'I 1) gratuitous clewaranitolistic grace

1) All three poets rev'i'sed according to his principle. It in-
volves the 'honing of an amorphous perception into a sharp ,vision. It-means knowing where the poem is headed and, how
it wants to resolve -itself. It means clearing up all the little
inconsistencies.

In Judy's poem, it meant understandiag the geomet4C con-
figuration of the draniatic situation. She changed the first line

_A. from "Arbund the people" to "Within the people. ",-; Her per-
.eeption was turned completely inside out, requiring parallel
changes in lines 3 and 11. As sile began to grasp the psycho-
logical situation that had set up and the emotional import-
ance of selling the man off from passersby, she -form tedlines 7, 12, 13, and 14, and added the word "cTai d" to
reinforce line 8.

.1P riYou can sci that;Debbie's wideistandiog of her poem dal-
.

kowed her to find a suitable tine and to add Section V3, whichcrystallizes the separate.experiences o_ f the other five parts. Inrevising,. shetfood a-beginning and an ending for het middle.
Bill (W also found a title 'in Iiis fourth"Hea&Sym was sopersMial that no one but Bill.' could- relate it to the,Rqetri, "The. Unfinished Masterpiece" isderived from a direct experience-of the poem. In version tB,.

he changed several wdrds. 1n line 17, ride became- dream. ;In
fr



line 25, driven became drawn. In line 33, supervisor became.
foreman. These will seem like minor changes- unless you
realize. that the. poem is about.powerlessness, and the three
substituted Words are more passive in connotation (thus more
suitable) than the 1st choices. In,version--D, "an attempt"
became "a desperate attempt" (lines 31 and 32). Desperate
increases both the sense of ,urgency and the realization that a

calling the "foreman" is the last resort. The role of the fore-
man becomes even clearer in version 1, when the ATnbaasador
of Energy Atquiies capital letters for his ,name.

2) ,Becomink more specific is another' principle common ro all
three piles' revisions. In version A, Judy's last'ast line reads
"which they.can not end." In version Bi), the 'line became
"which they can not shatter." Obviously, shattering the quiet --
would put ari end to it the denotation is the same. She-has
been more specific, though, about how the quiet would end. It
-would break into pieces (so much for all the containment and-
segegation) and be LOUD.

Following the same guideline, Debbie changed fine 21:
"falls to the ilocrr" became "drifts to -tilt floor." To drif is
to fall but in special way, a piece of sheet music re Ily
wouldd

W to.

Likewise, Bill transformed the God of versions A, /nd
C to "the ambassador of energy". in D. lie wanted to's-tiler

_ to Lod, lie only to special-properties -qedi ix: his role--as
sender °Merv. The word Ged- calls :up to 2 many personal
associations to wort properly in the poem. Ile changed ga'
in line 35 to fuel. The word gas comes from the Greek word

jneaning chaos. here's plenty of chaos in the poem; what is
needed is a focus. Fuel comes from the Latin focus. Again,
,apparent synonyms show their true colors when strategically
placed in a poem.- In the final version, line 4, vie,tif was Chang-
ed to scenery, This reinforces tte theatrical setting for the
poem : what is seen is a painted backdrop, not t a real view.
Finally, in line 15, the chased butterflies became Mortal butter,
fliO, This impliei that they are not oven in sight; the attempt
tel catch 'them is more desperate than before..v *

OPP-
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3) Poetry is, above all, economical. There is no reason to
give the reader information just b ause "it realty_ happened
that way," if the information doesn't fir the poem. There
should be no wasting of worels.

Judy found that line 9 could be ,reduced by two words.
Debbie changed "a student bicyclist" to "a young man.,tin a
bicycle" (line 6) when she realized that whether 'or not the
passerby_ was a student made no difference to thrpoem.

4) Both Judy and Debbie ultimately changed the point of -4: -
view in their 'poems. Judy's line 15 of version- A brought
,"you" into the poem unnecessarily. Debbie first had -a.wiiiclow
watching the street, then decided that it was the piano that was
watching (section I).

r

5) In the ,first drafts, a poem will sometimes sound rather:
prosaic... Then 'underlying rhythms emerge, sound relationships
are established,, and the musit of the poem shapes tip. "Puffs
pas ' in line 7 of Debbie's version A alliterates in a silly way,
subv ing the serious torte. "Pu s by" is more musical, and
by akes contact with the bi- in-bicyck. In Bill's, version B;
"An attempt to-call fht/Wrernan fails" is more rhythmically,
pleaSing_tkan "An attempt' was made/to contact' the kupef-

*viler. (lines 32 and 33) ..s
6) A writer has, a tendency, as he begins to put- down his
thoughts, to artatyze a situation rather than evoke it dramatic-
ally. The reader, of course, wants.to analyze for himself.
That's part of the deal. So, in revising, the-poet tries to give_
the reader. all the trappings for experiencing what-lbe poet
himself experienced. In version A,Debbie flatly statqi, from
the beginning, that darkness and silence hang over her poem.
By removing those 1st two lines, she let the reader discover
those motyis'irr the iniages,themselves.

Similarly, Bill, threw out lint 13 (but not unt% -version D)
and proceeded, in lines 14-17, to simulate a seeming paradiie..

7) Repetition is a Useful element in poetry. Nevertheless, it
must serve a purpose. If you write a poem, put it in a drawer
for a week; 'and Pull it out only to discover that you used the

fr"
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word r eivc_six timeslor no good reason, then it's time- to
revis4 t ebbie was unhappy with the repetition of turn in lines
25, 2 d 29 of version A. She wanted to keep two of them,
to highli ht the difference between turning toward and turning
away. S threw out the turn. 11 caught himself
with too ma Ines 2J an in version A. He
clarified` the action y changing one ofthem'to in.

8) The next four principles of revision (8, 9, 10, and 11)
are irtterrelated and were seen only in Bill's work. They repre-
sent dilemmas that his special brand of poetry creates. That

. is not to say that all poets do not have to consider these
principles. Its jut that the struggle is particularly evident in
Bill's revisions. There are several*places in alFversions where
Bill had to correct purely mechanical errors, just as one would
in a themes or any other writing. Punftuation, making a com-
plete'sentence, dividing a run-on sentence, achieving agreement
in number and verb tense: All these were details fie ignored
in early versions and repaired in the finished poem. 1-4e need-

...-ed the freedom early to get down his ideas. ._ I
9) One a norm is agreed upon, a poet has that famous
"poetic license': to disagree., Line 9 of version A has no
comma after meanwhile. The comma was inserted in versions-
B and -C. By the time he got to version D, fie decided' he
reallyididn't need that 'comma after all. There was no way to
misread the sentence, and "while" works better when it is not
et off from "the ambassador"- by a- comma.

10) When a poet. does not employ meter or rhyme, h ends
to break lines a-ethe ends of phraies, Not until versi C did
Bill begin to' uestion some of his litiebreaks- "Be ied and
bare chested" (line 20 of version A and B), became "bellied
and bare/chested" in version C. The re4ler has to push on
affer reading :`bare.'; He Must' "turzi.thecorner" of the line
in order to make sense of it. Or, he ca See.th.. en as naked

_ (simply bare)'. for th brief moment be re, he-aorkes- to the
'next line. At any rat trudges on in nn ation o fhosf
dozing men. `Bill re this proceks, .kgssion JD, when he
divided "bull-/dozers." -

inN,c11
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11) The counterpart to dividing a natural phrasal unit is put-
ting the units together in the line and dividg lines at natural

pauses. Playing with divided *ords and double meanings can
become such a game in itself that the poem -loses its dignity
'arts gets_pushed around by the heavy hand of a ,"clever"
writer. Bill is so intimately involved in words, sounds, and
fine shades of meaning, that he-falls prey to the trap some-
times. But, thank gOociness, we don't have to 'publish our first
'fifteen cljafts (except perhaps in this book). "Construction
worklers" (lines'18 and 19 of versions A and B)-is just plain
confusing. This is remedied in version C. The same goes for
"highlway" (lines 17 and 18) and, especially, "be-Aide" .

(lines 28 and 29).

Other poems and stories written by members of the,
Writers' Workshop, are printed in tIleir final versionS-. No
changes have been made except by the writers themselves.

You will see the influence of form, instances of creative
rule-breaking, cliches that have been revived, and all the oilier
processes we talked about in Part Two.

LOOKING IN A DIFFERENT SORT OF MIRROR
Living minerals enter a maze.
Hope seems to hide
around the: next corner
but in the end
there is no -exit.
Only Metre hope
to keep a selfish
soul in destructive

- self-pity.

Friends await'the moment
when talking iron ,ore
reveals itself to be
hump by showing
emotions that usually
elude everyone's grasp.
This pencil and paper
achieved the impossible.

410
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Since thi elusive decision
has been made, what is in
stork for the future?
another poem? a
funny cigarette?
There are razor
blades at low cost,
records to change
and dials to finger.

Julian Amos, Jr., 12th grade
Adult Accelerated Learning Center

APOLLO .

Oh, he's blue
Baby blue
Pesert-wise, skyways -

Blue jeans faded drnim
Blue, blue, blue
Like this blanket tangled around us -
And he is gold ,

My madonna around his neck
,Sunset sand of satin. gold
Mellow warm eye-fleck gold
Oh, my lover- is gold

- Bearer, 12th grade
St. Catherine's School .

(UNTITLED
the
country clubbers
want

4 letters
of recognition
and com&ation
and proclamation "
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. the .

country dubbeis
want
brOnze plaques _
to
speak for them

will lay flowl.rs
down oa their bronze plaques -

Alexis Bearer, 12th grade

St. Catherine's Scho6l

e4

FOUR-TONE MEMORIES
---,

The dock strokes on relentlessly,

' ticking away my life * ,,

with a gentle, even rhythm
4.

punctuated 'a intervals
by a groaning deep inside it

that coughs up the hour irt'cleep, bronze zones,\

a

'Tram the ied- rO'ses
a !Anal drops
and, settles, silehti on the table.,
The vase thralls' green j'
images of the to

Beck the tabl th'
moving skidows.

.4,

The house is silentand the 41,

clock *him up four tones
that ec.bothreugh empty rooms
and sinnaate time.
Outside xhe.shadows lighten-7
I rut, my coSx cup with

hands and cold, dark coffee
against the

aril forms a brown stain.

fr
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My mind throw's
-- reflections of *you everywhere-

- -I Tar-glossy photo to
see your. face. :7
You seem to watch
over my left shoulder

,and in-the deluded
mirror,.
I catch glimpses ,
of your mind.

The air here has .groin stagnant'-
and ago hangs on me .

. with fingers tight
as it never did when

moved me
pie begins to rise i'
and'city-9ottnds , --:

_ i 4

4,- ' are flung up from the sweet below, . e

a ..r
. but l'imlift at four o'clock

..1- . . tO liye in diiikneU Ili' . M

`assiVremember othc -- -
,ilkaminated existence
of a former time. *

_.

. ...

' ,
, ., Sally James,

r

Tuckshoe ,Middle School.ffi

,

PURPLE LIES
S tem? and 'then; ,shadow?. _

as mule -by, the yellow light
populate the field under . '
purple violet heads..:

Ats'ngly they
skihrlY fin Z,asPing,
dots tier hand
with pkirple-esiolet blood

,ohile resit stems
!_k_Urvt,u0s(ardk,and 4reathe.

.
03 '
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The black bow from her hair
' ,falbt

and lie4 on
the frothy,.dark sea
Royal violets, insulted,
fall bick-7
and are trampled
by innocent but vicious
feet
as she comes tocollect

. -her bow.

Heads fall; aild the wind
blows them like so lany rple tcirds

kiggs and queens, es--
and theh the ugly gr fri
and finally see and b e

as purple splendor Mows away
and with it all ehance of
royal" beauty rd,

green, Irching sterns .
are,ileft to be free

L in their naked
uglincts

4

\ <

,

James
Tuckahoe Middle School
by . 4

s; "
SON D

,

(1

Watchingkthe vilorld, turn grerli
;Icrough the grass blade,
burnt .soup hurl themselves
down on , and ,

-weakly,

1

I try to o' back to my dreamy '-g?een world.
- .

Fingernail clippings in. a
chipped blue bowl
a itranglekcurse as
,Jenny drops *e silver
platter, .

an I disappear again irtto rue.

11
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They can't see nie,. hidden
under my mind's:sloping wing
gentle, generous, dove's gray wing.
I listen and hear,
and the sounds run around
till the echo ends in blue.

settle- back to enjoy the
tinted hues through grass'
green windo", through
which my mind rtms
to capture the dreams ,

hid in the dark brown soil.
so

Sally' hums
T..uckahoe Middle School_

MASH I N WASHABLE

I was i-oven from the fabiick,of eternity
and thrown into the washer then I reached twenty.
I wig tossed into the freezer
and extracted by the tweezers .

of a friend. This concern was morethan Icould comprehend.
In the sun I began to thaw.,
Thin I,was snatched up by love's claw:-
A maid with flowing golden hair

tftossed me into her clothes lair.,
Her application Of make-up will suffice.'
to make her skin look smooth as' ice.

e , Qivided by deception;
'separated from direct touch

as,
.drives away lithe lucid moments, puts me in confusion's dutch
Renders me ingipable of clear reflection
in the intoxicaiDig atioosphere of lust.

. You stroked my hair.
Nov I am locked in with your under.wear:

Pahrglas, 12th grade
Douglas Freeman High' School
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RERUN.

That garden 'filching
chipmunk, nose to the
grindstone, shoulder to

the wheel, invariably
ended in bloodshed.
The mechanism becaine

messy,...but 'compact. Its
mashed face photographically
flat, frozen and preserved

in screaming army. -The
lastonoment. At first
he could not accept my

ideas of jecicling,. re-
habilitation and reincar-
nation. But in three

days he was melting with
a smile. ,

William Pahnelas, 12th grade
Douglas Freeman High School

JOY IN THE MORNING

Twelve glossy whitewashed
images o'h the saltshsaker
of mother spoke as they

had me cornered behind
a bowl of raisin bran.
Shape up said the swimming .

faces, and get a haircut
and some grooming in your
attitude. Across the room,

a-water drop.passed the
wrenched neck of. the
faucet and fell, drip, and

86
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of course, you'd haze seventy-
five percent more friends
if you didn't try to be so

different and drip, the
water fell while the water
fell down the drain,

drip. i

William Pahnelas, 12th grade
Douglas Freeman High School

DETERMINATION AND THE RIVALRY
The highway patrol man
maneuvers his blOberingly,
thunderous bedeOed
caricature
of an automobile)!

departure. In the
grey bag of his extra-
personal world he

transcends the mathe-
matical improbability
while the family is

left swimming in de-
liberate tears that
relieve the water

;around the soul.

William- Pahnelas, 12th'
'Douglas Freeman High

87
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UNTITLED

the bus will stop if it sees tie
standing there,-

a fo'rlorn figure
in swir_like eddies of traffic

the doors wall open -and i'll
pay the fare;

the metal djscs
Will _sling° in the box

the motor will drone while
_ passengers stare

at unfamiliar scenery,
dusty ;through the plate glass

-the bas will-follow its prescribed route;
the driver c4esn't care

around and around -the same circle
people know where to. get .on and off

401 :Clara Silverstein
:Open High School

THE END OF A BOTTLE OF COUGH SYRUP

"l2vly the thick, green; liquid
Slithers down the walls

C
Of it's glass prison-- -is'

Creeping, .crawlink
Like a dying catterpilla;

Then it finally escaped
Out the open curve onlass
And. quietly sank

1

IQto the quicksilver ,pool
Of spoon

Clara Silverstein
Open High School

Vr
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FOR ALL THOSE SWEET LITTLE GIRLS

.I
Notice the magnolia tree
visable through
this 'second-story window

s. II

Branches beginat the trunk
and emanate outwards ,

ending in abbreviated clumps
of glossy, elliptical leaves , .

Breeze moves through: top
.and the sharp points of sunlight
searing thi leaves
become lambent, dancing elusively

Visable between the spaces
'''"

,
where pliable fruit

4Ptheets stiff branch
an array of lines and angles:
part of another shrub

Yes, I see!
OOODh what a lovely thing
brownbarkandgreenleaves
makingshadeinthecity
it's so beautiful
uh and uh . . .

what's there to notice?

89
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ONE DAY . . .

cold metal chain links
the steel cut and twisted
h9lding up a frayed cloth seat

platform shoes drag
in the ancient hole of dust
scraped beneath the rusty swingset

she dreams of plucked eyebroWs and curls
turned bughy
and to pigtails again. ,s

- - Clara Silverstein...

- . Open .High School

PUNCTURAIN

the hyphenated streaks of grey
become periods
is they meet the windshield
and form erratic tails as they drip
into commas .. t 4.

Clara Silverstein
Open High School-

WAITING (at the window)

The white dashes on the macadam road -
following an orderly pattern.
The cars move uniformly too;
never weaving, just straight on.

An old woman shuffles up the sidewalk.
She wears a red bandanna
and swaysto the left, to the right
hunching pitifully over her cane.

The blackened winter bark of trees
. eats into the leaden,. sky.

The network of scratchy branches'
Serves to irritate it further.

Metallic grid- of the screen
with its rows of tiny squares
overshadows the scene.

90
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FAIR POEM

Just ttep beyond the magic entrance gates' and you will be in paradise
the wild, glorious movement of the fair

will pulsate all about you

Se where first!

Hey girlie, wanna tryataprize?
--

justknockdownthemilkbottles andyouwinyourchoice
ofapillow astuffedanimal anythingyouwant

itsonlytwennyfivecents howaboutit

No. It's a gyp.

Enter the green anti gray cinderblock barns that crowd the
midway, their contents open to explore .

Exhibits,' free prize drawings, demonstrations,
contests .shews free information

pdtchwork quilts and sausage samples and preserve jars
all :stacked up in a row;

eaters, and a bee farm
TV set giveaways, and

reclining chairs, and free water,.
and cooking demonstrations,

cows, pigs, horses

Manure stinks,

Pay only $1.50 for the thrill of yout life
the giant new roller coaster, or perhaps

the merrygoround is more yoUr style
only 50 cents,

'Enrage yourself in a tiny cart and let-the
wonders of modern machinery 'take ahold of
your mind and spin you off into never-never land

take your pick
I zipper, skywheel, giant-slide, round-up

,wild mouse, surfer, rocket

I'm seared

91
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Buy a carton of popcorn .for the kids
or other assorted delicacies

candied apples soft Ice cream, coke
greasy hot-dogs with smelly conclibents

cotton candy the texture of sitel wool

My insides are queasy

Come, see the deformed baty
whose mother took LSD

The two headed woman, the man with
rubberized skin, the fat. lady,

Siamese twins

, Repulsive

Wander aimlessly-in this paradise
Of flashing neon bulbs, whirling on long arms

wade - amidst the litter and filth--
a million paper cups, cigarette butts, torn tickets

tramp in the dust

join- the happy throng

Clira Silverstein
Open High School.

DAY'S END

Oh, pudgy man
How do you see the sunset?

Are you watching
The streaks of crimson
Flaming high intd
The ocean of turquoise sky ?

Do you notice the grey-blue clopds
Surrounded by florida orange juice.
'And the sun, like a giant candle,

Or can you just see
The reflection of tog much glare-
In your glasses.

IP
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IF I Ri A TREE

I'd bend with (the wind,
driAk from the soil,
and wear a garment of greenlace

In winter
i would stand naked
in the cold air
and be smothered
by slippery glass
and confectioner's sugar.

Cilia Silverstein
Open High School

UNTITLED

friday night with mother; cont'd.

let's talk in tonight's tense,
although moody.

the sea gulls have no food this vrinter;
they're young and don't know to fly. low enough,

(mother's fist lessons). -
wonderful water's doing its best, its only,

always forward and upward
cold wet effort's eagerness.

my winter skin is wrinkled anti rough
and ya know what.

have curious brown searching-for-
something eyes outlined in

youth's red.
let's be knights and always move in L shapes

upside down greek gamma.
I'm full.of enriched bread,
world's wordiness is tedious, and

saturtlay's come . . .

mother's gold now shines on peasants' bodies,
wet with the sweat of eighteen karat chains.

Stella Sotos

93
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ATTIC AFTERNOON' t.

Quiet.
roof creaks in sunlight
Cat creaks too in 0

a furry sort of way
Tree looks different up here

remember wheis Bilbo
climbed the big tree as lookout
Underneath it was all dark and dusty
he pulled himself up sunnier and
sunnier until he
Reached the top! and there were
hundreds of butterflies in

-.hundreds of colors and ,

far off maybe mountains and
he never ever wanted to come -Down

that's what my tree's like
only you have to ,imagine the butterflies--
And i know if you look hird enough

_over the buildings across the street and
past the William Byrd Hotel there're
maybe mountains too

DIVA

,Debbie Wong
Open High School

llama woman r
has deei.fUrred eyes
long- neck

'wary friendship,
touch and go but
once there, forever.
nightwatcher?
maybe: we'll never know for sure
but she sings her own song

Debbie Wong
,Open High School



UNTITLED

in the friendly darkness of the bus
worked with watery yellow lights
i listened to you talk to me
watched the shadows run over your face
like so Many mice
i guess i wished it could go on forever

later, when my car Pulled away from you
i watched the headlights pour across you
as if you were drowning
and i felt a pang of worry that
you might not be strong enough
to surface over them

Debbie Wong
Operf High School

OLDER SISTER

Michael said,
"Open the window,
it's hot in here."

"No,"
.1 said,
"it's cold and raining
and the floor will get all wet
(Pcion't want 'to have to dry it)
and I don't feel like
freezing to death just because
you wanted the window open."

Marble silence.

95103
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I listen to the rain
waltzing on the window:
I look up, and the-rain
has formed a web of water
on the screen.
I suddenly think of the way
a street smells in the rain,
the damp warm scent of old tar,
and I remember how
Lisa and I used. to wait for
rainy days so we could
sneak out with bare feet and
umbrellas
to go listen to sewer songs.
The sewers were wile and
so deep that you couldn't
see the bottom,
and it was exciting' and f righttningto as

sit at the sewer's mouth
watching the water rush downwards.
Here in the city
we don't have ,severs like that.

The rain skittered against the window
like a reminder.

"Michael,"
I said.
"Would you open It Itindow?"

PRE-TWILIGHT

late afternoon sun
floods bus

Debbie Wong
Open High Schooil

ACROSS THE JAMES

the few riders are-quiet
it is the end of the day
they seem almost asleep

I pull my music closer to me
hold my flute 4igainst my chest
look out the window at the tree-shadows
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brakes scream, sob
bus comes to slow halt by tollgate
then shudders down a slight decline

burst out' into wide orange light!
tree-shadows gone

up high above the world

down far below, the river
miles to the left, the river
mi4es--to-the-rigfrt7the-river

all bare rocks and struggling trees
flat quiet pools
small white waterfalls

a jump and the bus is fighting up an incline
teee-shadows lash my eyes
the river is gone like an old dream

bus gasps ohrds through the leaping tree-shadows
orange light flits and bounces
everyone seems to l dozing

music .rustles -in- lap .
flute gently knocks againt collarbone
as bus sways

Debbie Wong
Open High School

A FORTY-YEAR-OLD WOMAN IN THE'THEATRE LOBBY''
"And I said, 'mama, you don't have your white gloves on!' " f
with your perfectly-curled silver hair
harshly reflecting the. floupelltent lights

-"Ana .1 said, 'what will papa say!' " 0--/

with your immaculate light green designer suit
matchiag-shoes-ariel-e-bleck patek leather pocketWole.

"And I said, 'I didn't expect this from you lima!' "
as you adjust the angle of your flowered hat
and dab your eyes with a french linen hankerchief

Judy Wurtzel
St. Catherine's School
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HALLUCINATIONS IN THt DESERT

Puddles of water :44
.(my fingertips just miss)

bon to magnet rid to puddle I am drawn
So c000l. - _

The river overflows and eats lazily towards me 4

(my fingertips just miss)
Lying on the squeegee dried hills .

I reach out
- (my. fingertips just miss)

On to of seared barren hills I am baking',}
.-. Why am I a raisin with my juice all gone?

.
..._ . Judy Wurtzel

St. Catherine's School

RECIPIENT

Bladt pupils, a light blue iris ringed
with yellow near the edges, and framed with
long blonde lashes,

which hide, you when you are shy

Probing into dark brown unringed eyes
you don't blink but, I do

averting your stare
1emure I back away

must you look so deep to find the answers
to the questions

. for which there are still no words
with which to say them?
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BIFOCALS
---._ -

Understand that I didn't like Mr. Noble. And Noble did not
like me. Typically, that would have given him the advantav,, of
coursehe being my physics teacherbut we enjoyed a peculiar re-
lationship, and, one in which phYsics, played a small part indeed. That
Noble and I ever developed .rapport is no small wonder; for Noble
was weak and -gray after having chalked up his 'years on our high
school's blackboards, and initially I regarded the fellow with disgust.

--NonetMess, I leayned to enjoy Noble, and- though d didn't care for
him, I. was continually amused by his awkard life. At the end of fifty
years he coul seen pacing out his days in a science project show-
case, and I wa a,

ed the man at my leisure old contemplated his misery.
As for his physical appearance, Noble was on the smallish side of

a medium build. He had oily white hair and cheeks that hung down
to his chin. He wore a thick pair of bifocals and without them he could
'not see. The lenses were round with fragile wire rims that miraculously
kept the heavy glass in place. But to my horror, Mr. Noble never-

. cleaned. his glasses. The lenses were caked in dirt, chemicals and drieil
globules of an unidentifiable origin. The old man, I think, was so
blind Without his 'glasses he had no inkling of how dirty they were.
He had peered at the *world through his murky lenses so long he

. had forgotten what clean vision was. Then again, it may have been
an unconscious- desire to dirty a world too clean for his tastes. He
fifovid ed himself with mud-tinted spectacles, as it were. In any case,
Noble's bifocals were an embarrassment to all. You 'could look into
his eyes if you wished, but you couldn't look at his glasses.

There was a naive faction of people who believed that Mr. Noble
once cleanH his glasses during the Christmas break.. That is absurd.
The so-called evidence rests solely in the claim that Noble's bifocals
seemed rather less dirty after the holidays. While that may be so,
I can hardly believe that Noble undertook the cleaning ,of,,his glasses.
Sooner they slipped into the sink and he frantically groped for them,
retrieving them before. the accumulation could completely wash .off.

I -never challenged Noble outright, nor did I disrupt his class or
cheat on his ex&ms, such were not my weapons. Rather I snickered at
the old fellow and laughed out loud should he imagine himself
important. If his facade of adequacy foo d others, Noble knew it
did not fool me, and he was horrified by y perception.

For all his weakness I must admit that Noble once surprised me.
In an unprecedented act of daring, the man took his life. Official
school releases said Noble acted with "indiscretien," and while he



,

did go at it a bit theatrically ,_ must, be said there was a certain
gusto and excitement about his death from which legends are fashioned.

Noble's chosen day was oppressively humid. I slunk into class
feeling particularly antagonistic and Nvas',disappointed when I didn't' *
see Noble. I sat down and waited, expecting him any minute, when
someone said, "Tardy ()ell rung and teacher not-here."

It was a priloi.-W 'obseivtation, Noble never missed a chance to
mark students tardy. A student ran to the door and looked up and
_down the hall. "He not there," he said.

My concern mounted, I was surprised and slightly piqued that
Noble should offer me this puzzlement. "He'll come panting in hete'
in just a moment." I said -aloud, though Y rarely spoke. The class
turned to look at rae and then everyone was talking,

Vight minutes crept by, and suddenly pretty Miss Dibrell ran into
our room. She looked about, red and wide-eyed, and she said, "Class,
remain Where you are. Absolutely nothing is wrong. Mr. No*
cannot be with you today." She turned and ran, and to a man we
rose and followed, quiWy considering what had happened ' to our
teacher. Mists Dibrell. scurried .to a door we sever used. It opened
into a stairway leading steeply to the attic, and up it we charged,
Miss Dibrell at the head of the column. The attic -was shadowy and
buried in text books, and various lovers, unimpressed by the search
but noticably interested in the attic, wandered off. The frightened
Miss Dibrell did not notice and she ran before even the most sincere
searchers. "He's on the roof." she call1d and vanished into -the creak-
ing darkness.

When I finally gained the roof, Miss Dibrell had long since
disappeared into the maze of coolers and vents. Only by carefully ,

tracking the loud .and pleading void's of Noble's detractor's was I.
able to find the man himself. He stood at one far corner:' of the .

roof, jacket oft and dancing in the wind as he joyfullyi,heaved
physics books far out into the sky. He had quite a supply'of then), And
Earth Science texts too, but now he was concentrating orftbe former,
and he energetically directed each one in a .great fluttering arc that
finally saw them into the street. Noble watched closely each hardboupd

missle in flight, as if expecting one of the books to defy all the wise
rules it represented, and delighted in the crunching sound made - on
impact.4Then he would nod his approval, wipe the perspiration from
his brow, and take another book from his pile.

The shallow Miss Dibrell and Mr. Grimes our principal cheapened
Noble's social rebellion with their panic sand loud petition. Noble
admirably put up with them, and only IA hen they came too close did'he
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bother with them. Then he held up his hand, and smiled' politely, 'and
waited until they regained a proper disianee.

I was unhappy when in a minute or so a dozen students found
Noble. I felt that this scene properly belonged to only. Noble and
myself and .that these random spectators, merely diluted the effect.,
Still we were silent, and went unnoticed ior about two dozen books
when Mg's Dibrell suddenly remembered 4us. "The children," she
cried, and she rarAto me and pulled me towards Noble. "What, about
those who depend on you,, how they lookup to you and, care for you."
The outbreak caus;dsNoble to lose his cadence and he turned to look,
at me, his glasses-hanging precariously frpm Ms pctse. At first Noble
looked troubled hut then he smiled in triumph. He)knew this was his
Great Houi- and he 'knew for once. I was in no position to glo t fiver
his Misplaced life. I wa?frightened pow that dea
.edge, and hoping I could pull the- rug from urger
condescendingly offered hinl...naii.pen and pencil, and pleased
him, he could throw then!. But Noble smiled.(hemade a'disconCertingly
happy suicide) and 'said no, those were for me to throw. I stared-,at.-
Noble and his glasses: and he turned back II his books I walked to
the wall and dropped my pen and pencilVer the guardrail and heard
them strike the sidewalk. Though he didn!t turn around, Noble

. acknowledged with a nod my contribution, and 'stepped back Jo give
-hinfiroom. .0/ ..

. Mr. Grimes sensed I hadn't Bete ed Noble from ibis purpose, and
he directed the other students rtpidly frorri the roof and yelled that
Miss Dibrell must -call the Volicr. Th , he looked to me and while
largely incoherent, effectively had me up erstand that ,he didn't know
+vho/I was hat I knew,about Noble, but he'd find out. Then he
cautiously stepped up to Noble and fried' to talk him into a full salary
abbatic Sotithern Cali1ornia.

, .
. The ttered ranks of boas were still increasing in' the street

when a stopped and the puzlea driver climbed out. Mouth pped,'

he
.siplinted up .'and down the street, and then. he picked one of, the

" 'texts up' and read its cover. He grinned. He was flipping through
. it a second time Aen with a fraternal crash another book joined the

others. In a moment the startle'd fellow had 'located 'his tome-wielding
foe, and his eyes shieldA from the sun he called.

"Hey, Noble, that you?"' Noble didn't answer. " 'member irief
J. Colliers? Hey, I had you second period one year. Hey, you was a
crazy dude." Noble cried from the .roof, "Einstein was all wrong?'
?rid the reminiscing Colliers began to drop-kick the books bash toward
the sciiool. , .
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"Oh yeah," Colliers called, "Always wingin' that chalk at 14_
when we didn't lissen. . . . This year inust be a real roughie, huh
Noble?"

"God most assuredly pldys dice," Noble replied.
I was

(
suddenly avian of a siren whining in the distance, and

Noble stopped to listen. Dutifully interested, Colliers- gazcd up the
street for a glimpSe of the police car, and was surprised when instead of
roaring on it turned and headed for the school. Colliers stood still for

a moment, and then he looked back up ruble. "Hey man," he said,
"What you up to anyway?"

.Noble's time Wawunning out, and I think it finally occurred to
the man that he 'was going to kill himself. He looked haggard and

' frightened, and he wanted / way out. He had ridicules the school and
Mr. Grimes, and I know he thought that was enough. He was getting
the last minute jitters, and I quickly stepped in and demanded that
Noble go ahead. Like a little child be whimpered that he'd done
enough, but I corrected him. and pointed out that suicia would ,

constitute the only importance that would be tacked ont9 his life. He
seem_ ed partially _reassured,. and he took off his .glasses. .

Mr: Grimes had turned pale when ,he Saw the first police car
scream, to a stop in front of the school. He looked faint now and he
sat ,on the remaining pile of 'texts: The school alarm rang, and 'the
roof shivered as eight- hundred surprised students pushed back their
chairs and squeeZed for'the exits. ,

Noble was cleaning hisbifocals for the first fime in his 'life. He
scraped at them wiffi a tissue, spat nn them occasionally, and soon had
them relatively clean. Then he stepped back and threw them into the
ski. They rose silvet, winked twice at the sun and disappeared.

Lief; Noble then, and I never saw him again. I think of him
often though, the man occupies much of my time now at then, and
in fact I have his glasses. That night I went to the school with a
flashlight and I searched in the grass until I found them.

carry, the bifocals withme now, though not out of deference to
* Noble; I carry -them because they fascinate me. They linked Noble

to Tris-wo'eld, and they exercised ower ! over the old man. Sometimes
I slip them on, but they are dirty again and difficult to see through.
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Kofi-Awoonor of Ghana, one-of the most widely read West
African writers, is both a novelist and poet. He writes poetry
in his native, Ewe language and in English_ .While chairing
comparative literature program 'at State University of New
York at Stoney Brook 1973-1975, he visited Virginia 'Ccim-
rnonwealth University and Richmond metropolitan area

-schools.
r

John Ciardi, who holds a Celebrated position in the world of
literature 4nd letters; is a professor, author and editor.
Since_ 1956 he has been poetry editor for Saturday Review
and regularly writes the column, "Manner of Speaking," in
that periodical. die has published twenty-nine books among
which are collections of poetry, children's books, translations
of Dante and books of critieism.

Stephen Dunning, who is highly respected in his profession,
is a ,past president of National, Council of Teachers'of English.
He is professor of English and education at University Qf
Michigan. He has published many articles, reviews, essays;
professional and classroom materials. Widely known among

_ these publications.. ire the Sch stic 'Literature Units and
poetry anthologies which he has e

Jeffrey Lorber, who holds a M. A. 1r-creative writing from
Hollins College, is a heacher, actor d poet. His poems have
appeared in- several poetry magdzines..

Michel Mott, whosenovels and poetry are recognized on
both Sides of the Atlantic, is an art historian and editor as

. well as novelist and poet. He is writer -in- residence at Emily
University. He has published seven t.00ks among which are
two adult novels,' two children's-nova and three collections
of poetry. The most recent volurne, Absence of ;Unicorns,
Presence of Lions was published February, 1976.

Gloria Oden, whose poetry has appeared in many anthOlogies
and several poetry magazines, iseboth a lawyer and professor.



She is ,assistant professor of Humanities at University of -4-
Maryland; Baltimore County. As well as project director for-

,
textbooks,. she has held numerous -poetryreadings and been.
lecturer in black pcie.try at several-Universities...

Sally Harris Sange, who translates contemporary American
__poetry into Arabic, is also an instructor in Arabic and a poet.
She cg-edits the Dialogue series published by the Humanities
Center and conducts studjort Workshops in creative writing.
Her poems have been 'published in several poetry magazines.

William Jay SMith, whe kas received numerous literary honors;,
is ,both a, poet and, critic. He has published- a dozen

known books of poetry for children, including Laughing Time
now in its tenth printing.. In 1970 a television program of
his children's poetry, "Mr. Smith and Other Nonsens," won
WC award at best childen's program of the year on educational':

taevision.

'Tom Weather's', who. is a columnist' for Brooklyn Heights
Pres's,tas also edited an anthology of poetry, Natural Process:
an anthology of New Black Poets. He has published three
collections of poetry and conducted poetry workshops in Nev./
York City schools and in New jellify schools.

Sylvia Wilkinson, who is fast becoming one of the best creative
teacherstin the contemporary academic community,' is a novelist
and feature story writer. She has published five books ambng
which Are a novel Cale,- published in 1970, and The Stainless
Steel Carrot, a: racing book published in 1973. Her articles
appear in Sports Illustrated and Sports. In the spring of 1977
Houghton Mifflin will publish her next novel, Shadow on the

, Mountain.
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PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS AND POETS
1973-1974

William Jay Smith
St. ,Catherine's Lower School
John B. Cary Elementary School

Kofi Avapnor
HuguenOt High School
Maggie Walker High School
George Wythe High School
J. E. B. Stuart Elementary School

John Ciardi
J. E. B. Stuart Elemental; School

,Stephen Thinning
Harry F. Byrd Middle Schi,o1
St. Christopher's Middle School

Torn Weatherly

Thomas H. Henderson Middle Sfhool
Highland Spring's High School

i_Henrico High School
lohn F. Kennedy High School

Sylvia Wilkinson

St. Catherine's Upper School
Midlothian High School
J. R. Tucker High School
George Wythe High School
HenriCo High School

Gloria Oden
Franklin Elementary School
Tuckahoe Middle School
Open -High School
John B. Cary Elementary School
TlIomas H. Henderson Middle SchooltJ. . Tucker High School

Michael Witt
Douglas freeman High School
Hermitage High-School
Midlothian High School
West End Elementary School
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Sally Harris Sange
Humanities Ceitter

Jeffrey Loaber
Humanities Center
Byrd Middle School

PARTICIPATING TEACHERS'
19734974

Barbara Bell
Dale Bishop
Suzanne Bell
Margaret Burcham
Eliza Cofer
Brenda Epperson
Cathy .Giles
Bill Gray
Christine-La Clair
Caroline Latimore
Pauline McLemore
Buffy Morgan
Gary Muzick
Mariam-Newell
Susan Nolte

'Mimi Oppenheimer
Barbara Petty

Fannie Price _

Wayne Rafferty
'Gayle Robinson _

Sally*.Rosenberg

Janice Rosson
Alma Roundtree
Bill Smith

Smith
ScCitt Strong

Marian Tanner
Berthenia Taylor
flejen Thompson
Joyce Todd
Hortense Vaughan
Ann Venturino
Marian Waymacit
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